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Preface
Welcome to the 2008 Workshop on Social Web and Knowledge Management (SWKM 2008).
The focus of this event is the social web, possibly the most interesting part of the Web 2.0,
which aims at facilitating and enriching means of interaction among people on the Web. It
is characterised by a strong emphasis of communities where people share experiences, infor-
mation and knowledge, meet and discuss, or do business together. Knowledge management
systems, with their core focus on knowledge exchange and experience sharing, can benefit from
the advancement of the social web. Both areas share a common interest in social structures
and social computing, and web-centred approaches can provide the underlying platform for
innovative knowledge management systems.
SWKM 2008 brings together people from the areas of social web technologies, semantic sys-
tems, and knowledge management. The workshop’s major goal is to study and elaborate pos-
sible synergies between social computing, social web, semantic technologies, and knowledge
management, and to provide a glimpse at the state of the art in the area.
The SWKM 2008 workshop has received fifteen submissions out of which six were selected
for presentation and publication in these proceedings. The accepted contributions span across
various topics such as generation of user profiles from folksonomies, maintenance costs for
large hyperstructures in wikis, computation of access permissions based on social networks,
tagging, link sharing, and service integration for cultural heritage.
We are grateful for the dedicated work of both authors and reviewers who contributed their time
to ensure the good quality of the technical program. The organisation of this event was made
possible through the support of the European Union in the research projects Active (http:
//active-project.eu) and KiWi (http://kiwi-project.eu).
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ABSTRACT
Recommendation systems which aim at providing relevant
information to users are becoming more and more important
and desirable due to the enormous amount of information
available on the Web. Crucial to the performance of a rec-
ommendation system is the accuracy of the user profiles used
to represent the interests of the users. In recent years, pop-
ular collaborative tagging systems such as del.icio.us have
aggregated an abundant amount of user-contributed meta-
data which provides valuable information about the interests
of the users. In this paper, we present our analysis on the
personal data in folksonomies, and investigate how accurate
user profiles can be generated from this data. We reveal that
the majority of users possess multiple interests, and propose
an algorithm to generate user profiles which can accurately
represent these multiple interests. We also discuss how these
user profiles can be used for recommending Web pages and
organising personal data.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.4 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Systems
and Software; H.3.5 [Information Storage and Retrieval]:
Online Information Services; H.5 [Information Interfaces
and Presentation (I.7)]:
General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Human Factors
Keywords
collaborative tagging, folksonomy, personomy, user profile
1. INTRODUCTION
The amount of resources on the Web nowadays is so enor-
mous that retrieval of relevant information is getting more
and more difficult. While users are desperate to obtain in-
formation that is relevant to their needs and to avoid infor-
mation that are irrelevant, publishers of resources are also
eager to deliver their information to their targeted readers.
This has resulted in the rise of recommendation systems [3]
which aim to recommend relevant and interesting resources
to users. An important aspect of user profiles is whether
they can truly reflect the interests or expertise of the users.
Copyright is held by the Authors. Copyright transfered for publishing on-
line and a conference CD ROM.
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Some research works attempt to construct user profiles based
on the browsing history of the users [9, 22], or on the docu-
ments collected by the users [4].
Recently, the rising popularity of collaborative tagging
systems [8], such as del.icio.us1 and Flickr2, has provided
new sources for understanding the interests of Web users.
Collaborative tagging systems allow users to choose their
own words as tags to describe their favourite Web resources,
resulting in an emerging classification scheme now commonly
known as a folksonomy [24]. Given that the resources and
the tags posted by Web users to these systems are sup-
posed to be highly dependent on their interests, folksonomies
thus provide rich information for building more accurate and
more specific user profiles for use in various applications.
Currently, only a few studies in the literature try to con-
struct user profiles from data in collaborative tagging sys-
tems [5, 13], and usually only a single set of popular tags are
used to represent user interests. However, we observe that
tags used by users are very diverse and span across many dif-
ferent domains. This implies that users usually have a wide
range of interests. Therefore, a single set of tags may not be
the most suitable representation of a user profile, as it is not
able to reflect the multiple interests of users. In this paper,
we propose a network analysis technique performed on the
personomy [11] of a user to identify the different interests of
a user, and to construct a more comprehensive user profile
based on the results. Evaluations show that our algorithm
is able to reveal the different domains in which the users are
interested, and construct more informative and specific user
profiles.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces
folksonomies and personomies. Section 3, presents the anal-
ysis of the data collected from del.icio.us which motivated
this research. In Section 4, we describe in detail our pro-
posed algorithm for user profile construction. Evaluations,
discussions and potential applications are presented in Sec-
tion 5. We mentioned related works in Section 6. Finally,
Section 7 concludes the paper and gives future research di-
rections.
2. FOLKSONOMIES AND PERSONOMIES
Folksonomies [24] are user-contributed data aggregated by
collaborative tagging systems. In these systems, users are al-
lowed to choose terms freely to describe their favourite Web
resources. A folksonomy is generally considered to consist
1http://del.icio.us/
2http://www.flickr.com/
2of at least three sets of elements, namely users, tags and re-
sources. Although there can be different kinds of resources,
in this article we will focus on Web documents, such as those
being bookmarked in del.icio.us. Formally, a folksonomy is
defined as follows [15].
Definition 1. A folksonomy F is a tuple F = (U, T,D,A),
where U is a set of users, T is a set of tags, D is a set of
Web documents, and A ⊆ U ×T ×D is a set of annotations.
If we want to understand the interests of a single user, we
only need to concentrate on the tags and documents that
are associated with this particular user. Such set of data is
given the name personomy [11].3
Definition 2. A personomy Pu of a user u is a restriction
of a folksonomy F to u: i.e. Pu = (Tu, Du, Au), where Au is
the set of annotations of the user: Au = {(t, d)|(u, t, d) ∈ A},
Tu is the user’s set of tags: Tu = {t|(t, d) ∈ Au}, and Du is
the user’s set of documents: Du = {d|(t, d) ∈ Au}.
This definition is identical to the one mentioned in [11],
except that we choose to exclude the sub-tag/super-tag re-
lation, since most collaborative tagging systems do not offer
such functionality and we will not deal with this here.
To perform analysis on the personomy of a user, we first
represent the personomy in the form of a network, with
nodes representing tags and documents associated with the
user. If folksonomy can be considered as a hypergraph with
three disjoint sets of nodes (user, tags and documents), a
personomy can be represented as a bipartite graph by ex-
tracting the part that is related to the user. The bipartite
graph TDu of a personomy of a user u is defined as follows.
TDu = 〈Tu ∪Du, Etd〉, Etd = {(t, d)|(t, d) ∈ Au}
An edge exists between a tag and a document if the tag is
assigned to the document. The graph can be represented in
matrix form, which we denote as X = {xij}, xij = 1 if there
is an edge connecting ti and dj , and xij = 0 otherwise.
To perform document clustering, we can fold the bipar-
tite graph into a one-mode network [15] of documents: D =
X′X. The adjacency matrixD represents the personal repos-
itory of the user. Links between documents are weighted by
the number of tags that have been assigned to both docu-
ments. Thus, documents with higher weights on the links
between them can be considered as more related. On the
other hand, a one-mode network of tags can be constructed
in a similar fashion: T = X′X. T represents semantic net-
work which shows the associations between different tags.
In other words, this is the personal vocabulary or a simple
ontology used by the particular user.
To facilitate the following discussions, we further define
several notations here. Firstly, we denote the set of docu-
ments tagged by the tag t in the personomy of user u by
Du,t:
Du,t = {d|(t, d) ∈ Au}
Also, we define Cou(t1, t2) which indicates whether two tags
t1 and t2 have been used on the same document by a user:
Cou(t1, t2) =
{
1 if (t1, d) ∈ Au, (t2, d) ∈ Au for some d
0 otherwise
3In the blogosphere, the term personomy has also been
used in a more general sense to represent the aggre-
gated digit manifestation of a user on the Web. See
http://personomies.com/what-are-personomies/.
Total number of users 9,185
Maximum 18,952
Tags Minimum 1
Mean 285
Maximum 34,201
Bookmarks Minimum 1
Mean 602
Table 1: Summary of data obtained from del.icio.us.
3. ANALYSIS OF PERSONOMIES
To understand the characteristics of personomies in col-
laborative tagging systems, we perform analysis on data col-
lected from del.icio.us. In particular, we want to gain insight
into the general behaviour of Web users using these systems.
We also want to understand if users are generally interested
in a rather specific domain, such as we might expect when
studying the publications of a researcher, or if they are more
likely to be interested in a wide range of topics.
In December 2007, we collected the bookmarking data
of 9,431 users of del.icio.us, including their bookmarks and
the tags they used, by crawling del.icio.us user names which
appeared on the page showing the recently updated book-
marks.4 It is noted that among the 9,431 users whose data
we have collected, 246 of them apply no tags to any of their
stored bookmarks. These users are filtered when performing
the following analysis. We summarise the statistics of the
data of the remaining 9,185 users in Table 1 and Figure 1.
3.1 Number of Tags and Bookmarks of a User
From the summary of the data in Table 1 and Figure 1,
we can see that on average a user have used 285 unique
tags and have saved 602 unique bookmarks on del.icio.us.
Although some users have over 18,000 tags and over 34,000
bookmarks, only a very small number of users have more
than a thousand tags or bookmarks. This finding agrees
with what Golder and Huberman [8] report in their paper,
showing that there are a small number of users having a large
number of tags and bookmarks, and a large number of users
having a small number of tags and bookmarks, suggesting a
power-law distribution.
In addition, we examine the correlation between the num-
ber of tags and the number of bookmarks of the users. Fig-
ure 2 shows a scatter plot of the data. It shows a moderate
relationship between the number of tags and the number of
bookmarks, with a correlation coefficient of 0.55.
In fact, it is natural to suggest that when there are more
bookmarks more tags are required to distinguish between
different bookmarks by putting them into more specific cat-
egories. However the bookmarks and tags of the users in
the system are also highly dependent on the interests of the
users. If a user has a very specific interest, a small number
of tags will be enough for even a large number of bookmarks,
as they will probably be about the same topic. On the other
hand, if a user has diverse interests, more tags may be re-
quired to describe even a small number of bookmarks.
A further investigation of the data reveals that the cor-
relation between the two numbers is stronger for users with
fewer bookmarks than those with many bookmarks. For
users with fewer than 500 bookmarks, the correlation coeffi-
cient is 0.43. For users with more than 5,000 bookmarks, the
4http://del.icio.us/recent
3(a) Tags
(b) Bookmarks
Figure 1: Number of tags and bookmarks of the
users.
correlation coefficient is only 0.14. A similar result can also
be found in [8]. This may suggest that users with many
bookmarks can behave very differently: while some may
stick to using a small number of tags on new bookmarks,
others may continue to introduce new tags.
3.2 Multiple Interests of Users
With the average number of bookmarks significantly larger
than the average number of tags being used, it is obvious
that users are very likely to use a tag to describe more than
one bookmark. However, the usage of tags also depends on
the diversity of interests of the users. A user with only one
or two specific interests is likely to use fewer tags than an-
other user who is interested in topics across several different
domains. To understand this aspect of users in collabora-
tive tagging system, we propose two measures which reflect
the diversity of interests of the users. We will give examples
based on the two fictional users in Table 2, one with rather
specific interests in Semantic Web related topics, while an-
other has more diverse interests such as cooking and sports.
Firstly, we study the relations between the tags and the
bookmarks. If the tags used by a user are all assigned to
most of the bookmarks, the user is likely to have a rather
specific interest, because this set of tags applies to most of
Figure 2: Scatter plot of number of tags against
number of bookmarks.
user bookmark tags
d1 web2.0, semanticweb, ontology, notes
u1 d2 semanticweb, ontology
d3 semanticweb, ontology, RDF
d4 semanticweb, folksonomy, tagging
u2 d5 toread, cooking, recipe, food
d6 sports, football, news
Table 2: Two example users with their personomies.
the documents that the user is interested in. On the other
hand, if most of the tags are only used on a small fraction
of bookmarks, it is likely that the user has a broader range
of interests. To quantify this characteristic, we propose a
measure called tag utilisation which is defined as follows.
Definition 3. Tag utilisation (TU) of a user u is the aver-
age of the fractions of bookmarks on which a tag is used:
TagUtil(u) =
1
|Tu|
∑
t∈Tu
|Du,t|
|Du| (1)
In addition, the diversity of a user’s interest can also be
understood by examining tag co-occurrence. If for a user
the tags are always used together with each other, it is likely
that the tags are about similar topics, and so the user should
have a rather specific interest. If on the other hand the
tags are mostly used separately, they are more likely to be
about different topics, and thus reflect that the user should
have multiple interests which are quite distinctive from each
other. Such characteristic can be measure by average tag
co-occurrence ratio, which is defined as follows.
Definition 4. Average tag co-occurrence ratio (ATCR) of
a user measures how likely two tags are used together on the
same bookmark by a user:
Avg Tag Co(u) =
∑
ti,tj∈Tu,ti 6=tj
Co(ti, tj)
2× C|Tu|2
(2)
If we represent the co-occurrences between the tags as a
network (by constructing the adjacency matrix T), we can
4MAX MIN MEAN STD
TU 1.0000 0.0003 0.0617 0.1388
ATCR 1.0000 0.0000 0.0707 0.1297
Table 3: Summary of the two measures of the data.
see that the average tag co-occurrence ratio is actually equiv-
alent to the density of the network of tags: Co(ti, tj) counts
the number of edges in the network, while C
|Tu|
2 calculates
the number of possible edges based on the number of nodes.
This agrees with the formula of the density of a network:
Density =
2× |E|
|V | × (|V | − 1) (3)
where E is the set of edges and V is the set of nodes. Hence,
the average tag co-occurrence ratio actually reflects the co-
hesion [25] of the network of tags, which in turn reflects
whether the tags are related to a specific domain or a wide
range of topics.
As an illustrating example, we apply these two measures
to the two users listed in Table 2. The tag utilisation of
u1 is 0.60, while that of u2 is 0.33. The average tag co-
occurrence ratio of u1 is 0.80, while that of u2 is 0.27. For
both measures, u1 scores higher than u2, this agrees with
the fact that the interests of u2 are more diverse as observed
from this user’s bookmark collection.
Next, we apply these two measures on the set of data
that we have collected from del.icio.us. The results are sum-
marised in Table 3 and Figure 3.
Although the two measures are designed to measure differ-
ent characteristics of personomies, the results do have very
common features. Firstly, the mean values of tag utilisation
and average tag co-occurrence ratio both very low, at 0.06
and 0.07 respectively, even though the values span across
the whole range from 0 to 1. These values mean that on av-
erage a tag is only used on 6% of the bookmarks in a user’s
collection, and that a tag is only used together with 7% of
other tags. We can see that there is a small group of points
in both graphs in Figure 3 which attain a value of 1. These
actually correspond to users who have only one bookmark
in their collection. Other than these the values drop quickly,
and the majority of personomies have values less than 0.2
(93% in both measures). Also, there is a strong correlation
between tag utilisation and average tag co-occurrence ratio,
with a correlation coefficient of 0.71.
Given these figures, we reveal that for most users many
tags are used only on a small portion of their bookmarks, and
that these tags are not always used together. This suggests
that the bookmarks of the users have topics which are rather
diverse such that tags do not apply to all of them. Also,
a user’s tags can be terms from different domains which
are not used together very often on the bookmarks. Hence,
this indicates that users of del.icio.us have diverse interests
instead of a single interest in a very specific domains.
4. USER PROFILE CONSTRUCTION
As the majority of users in del.icio.us are observed to be
interested in a wide range of topics from different domains,
a user profile in the form of a single set of tags is definitely
inadequate. Hence, user profiles which can accommodate
the multiple interests of the users are very much desirable.
Identifying the different interests can be a challenging task
(a) Tag utilisation
(b) Average tag co-occurrence ratio
Figure 3: Distribution of tag utilisation and average
tag co-occurrence. ratio
as tags are freely chosen by users and their actual meaning
is usually not very clear. A solution to this problem is to
exploit the associations between tags and documents in a
folksonomy. As it is obvious that documents related to the
same interest of a user would be tagged by similar tags, we
can perform clustering algorithms on the documents tagged
by a user to group documents of similar topics together,
and extract the sets of tags assigned to these documents as
indicators of the users’ different interests.
Based on this idea, we propose a method for constructing
user profiles which involves constructing a network of doc-
uments out of a personomy, applying community-discovery
algorithms to divide the nodes into clusters, and extracting
sets of tags which act as signatures of the clusters to reflect
the interests of the users.
4.1 Community Discovery Algorithms
Clusters in a network are basically groups of nodes in
which nodes have more connections among each other than
with nodes in other clusters. The task of discovering clusters
of nodes in a network is usually referred to as the problem of
discovering community structures within networks [6]. Ap-
proaches to this problem generally fall into one of the two
categories, namely agglomerative, which start from isolated
5nodes and group nodes which are similar or close to each
other, and divisive, which operate by continuously dividing
the network into smaller clusters [20].
To quantitatively measure the ‘goodness’ of the clusters
discovered, the measure of modularity [17] is usually used.
The modularity of a particular division of a network is calcu-
lated based on the differences between the actual number of
edges within a community in the division and the expected
number of such edges if they were placed at random. Hence,
discovering the underlying community structure in a net-
work becomes a process to optimise the value of modularity
over all possible divisions of the network.
Although modularity provides a quantitative method to
determine how good a certain division of a network is, brute
force search of the optimal value of modularity is not al-
ways possible due to the complexity of the networks and the
large number of possible divisions. Several heuristics have
been proposed for optimizing modularity, these include sim-
ulated annealing [10], and removing edges based on edge
betweenness [17]. In addition, a faster agglomerative greedy
algorithm for optimizing modularity, in which edges which
contribute the most to the overall modularity are added one
after another, has been proposed [16]. In this paper, we will
employ this fast greedy algorithm to perform clustering, as
it is efficient and performs well on large networks.
4.2 Construction of User Profiles
Given a network of documents (which are bookmarks in
our case), we can apply the community-discovery algorithms
to obtain clusters of documents. As the different clusters
should contain documents which are related to similar top-
ics, a cluster can be considered as corresponding to one of the
many interests of the user. A common way to represent user
interests is to construct a set of tags or a tag vector. Simi-
larly, we can obtain a set of most frequently used tags from
each of the document clusters to represent the correspond-
ing interest. As a summary of our method, the following list
describes the whole process of constructing a user profile for
user u.
1. Extract the personomy Pu of user u from the folkson-
omy F, and construct the bipartite graph TDu.
2. Construct a one-mode network of documents out of
TDu, and perform modularity optimization over the
network of documents using the fast greedy algorithm.
3. For each of the clusters (communities) ci obtained in
the final division of the network, obtained a set Ki of
tags which appear on more than f% of the documents
in the cluster. The set of tags of a cluster is treated as
a signature of that cluster.
4. Finally, return a user profile Pu in the form of a set of
K′is: Pu = {Ki}.
For the signatures of the clusters, one can include all the
tags which are used on the bookmarks in the cluster, or in-
clude only the tags which are common to the bookmarks
in the cluster. However, the set of tags chosen for a clus-
ter will affect how accurate the profile is in modelling the
user’s interest. In general, for a large value of f only the
most common tags in the cluster will be included in the sig-
nature, while a small value of f will include more tags in
the signature. We will investigate the problem of choosing a
User A
K1 webdesign, web2.0, tutorial, blog, css
K2 linux, opensource, ubuntu, software
K3 webhosting, filesharing
K4 grammar, english
K5 digg, sharing, music, mp3
User B
K1 webdesign, programming
K2 interesting, art, video, funny
K3 food, books, tobuy
K4 lort, debate
Table 4: User profile constructed for two users.
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Figure 4: Number of clusters discovered for the 1000
personomies.
right value for f in the following section. As an illustrating
example, Table 4 shows the results of applying the proposed
method on two personomies, with f = 20%.
5. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSIONS
From our data set, we select at random 1,000 users who
have over 100 bookmarks in their personomies. The require-
ment of having at least 100 bookmarks is to ensure that there
are enough bookmarks for clustering so that clearer results
can be obtained. We apply our proposed method of gener-
ating user profiles on these personomies, and obtain a set
of clusters of bookmarks and their signatures. We discover
that there are a substantial number of clusters with only one
bookmark. The bookmarks in these clusters are mostly not
assigned any tags. Hence, we exclude these single-bookmark
clusters in the following analysis. Figure 4 graphs the num-
ber of clusters discovered for each of the personomies. On
average 15 clusters are discovered in each personomy.
We believe that the use of multiple sets of tags in user
profiles should give a more accurate representation of the
interests of the users. Therefore we try to evaluate our pro-
posed method by asking the following question: are the sets
of tags accurate descriptions of the clusters of bookmarks
from which they are extracted? If this is the case, then the
user profiles should accurately represent the interests of the
users. In the following we present the evaluations which
6attempt to answer this question.
5.1 Precision and Recall Measures
Our question concerns with the issue of whether the sets of
tags in the user profile are accurate descriptions of the book-
marks in the clusters. An appropriate method of evaluation
is to approach this question from an information retrieval
perspective. Given the signature of a cluster as a query,
can we retrieve all the bookmarks within that cluster and
avoid obtaining bookmarks in other clusters which are irrel-
evant? In addition, how many tags should be included in
the signature in order to accurately described a cluster? To
answer such questions, we will employ the measures of preci-
sion and recall [23] which are commonly used for evaluating
information retrieval systems.
Precision and recall are two widely used measures for eval-
uating performance of information retrieval. Precision mea-
sures the fraction of documents in the retrieved set which
are relevant to the query, while recall measures the fraction
of relevant documents that the system is able to retrieve.
To employ the precision-recall measures, we treat the sig-
natures of the clusters as queries, and use them to retrieve
bookmarks by comparing the tags assigned to them to those
in the queries. As for the representation of tags, we em-
ploy a vector space model of information retrieval. In other
words, for each personomy, we construct a term vector ~e =
(e1, e2, ..., en) for each bookmark, with ei = 1 if the book-
mark is assigned the ith tag, and ei = 0 otherwise. Simi-
larly, the signature of a cluster is converted into a query in
the form of a term vector ~q. The retrieval process is carried
out by calculating the cosine similarity between the query
vector and the bookmark vectors:
Sim(~q,~e) =
~q · ~e
|~q||~e| (4)
Those with similarity higher than a certain threshold t will
be retrieved (0 ≤ t ≤ 1). For a cluster c, let the set of
bookmarks in the cluster be Dc, and the set of bookmarks
retrieved by the signature of the cluster be Dx. The pre-
cision and recall of the system on c are defined as follows.
In addition, we also consider the F1 measure [23] which is a
combined measure of precision and recall.
Precision(c) =
|Dx ∩Dc|
|Dx| (5)
Recall(c) =
|Dx ∩Dc|
|Dc| (6)
F1(c) =
2× Precision(c)×Recall(c)
Precision(c) +Recall(c)
(7)
We calculated the three measures for the user profiles gen-
erated from the 1,000 selected personomies. We control two
parameters in our evaluation, one is the value of f , the per-
centage of bookmarks above which a tag is assigned to in a
cluster for it to be included in the signature, and the value
of t, the threshold of cosine similarity. The results are pre-
sented in Figure 5.
Figure 5(a) shows that for most values of similarity thresh-
old precision attains maximum for f in the range from 0.1
to 0.4, and thereafter it continues to decrease as f increases.
The result suggests that if only the most common tags are
included in the signatures, they will become less represen-
tative as summaries of the clusters. This is probably due to
the fact that the most common tags are usually too general
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Figure 5: Precision, recall and F1 measure. Differ-
ent lines correspond to different values of similarity
threshold.
and a query constructed from these tags will tend to retrieve
bookmarks from other clusters as well which are related to
a different sub-topic under the common tags. On the other
hand, when one includes all the tags which appear in a clus-
ter (with f = 0%), the signature will include too many tags
such that it will not be similar to any of the signatures of
the bookmarks, leading again to a low precision.
As for recall, we observe some differences for different val-
ues of similarity threshold. For small values of t (from 0.0 to
0.3), recall continues to decrease as f increases. However, for
larger values of t (from 0.4 to 1.0), recall first increases and
7then decreases as t increases. This is probably due to the rea-
son that when the similarity threshold is low, the number of
tags in the cluster signature is less important as most of the
bookmarks will be retrieved even if their similarity with the
query is small. As f increases, fewer tags are included in the
signature and therefore it becomes more difficult to retrieve
relevant bookmarks. On the other hand, when t becomes
higher, signatures which include all the tags in a cluster or
include only the most common tags are very dissimilar to
any of the bookmarks in the cluster, therefore recall attains
maximum somewhere between the two extremes.
For common values of similarity threshold between t = 0.3
to t = 0.5, precision and recall attain maximum for values
of f between 0.1 and 0.2, with precision over 0.8 and recalls
over 0.7. F1 measures also attain maximum around these
values of t and f . This suggests that it is better to include
more tags in a cluster signature so as to make it specific
enough for representing the topic of the cluster (and thus
the interest of the user represented by the cluster). Given
these results, we conclude that by choosing a suitable value
of f the tags extracted do constitute good descriptions of
the bookmarks within the clusters.
5.2 Potential Applications
Our proposed algorithm provides a new way for construct-
ing better user profiles based on the data available from col-
laborative tagging. There are a number of areas in which
such algorithms can be applied to. We briefly discuss two of
them in this section.
Firstly, as the user profiles provide a summary of the dif-
ferent interests of the users, it can be readily used to fa-
cilitate the management and organization of personal Web
resources. For example, the sets of tags representing the
clusters of bookmarks can be used to facilitate navigation
and retrieval of a user’s own bookmarks in del.icio.us. This
would be much more efficient than navigating through the
bookmarks by a single tag.
In addition, the user profiles can also be used to support
Web page recommendation systems. Currently, del.icio.us
provides various methods which allow users to keep track
of new bookmarks which they may find interesting, such
as subscribing to the RSS feed of a tag, or adding a user
of similar interests to one’s network. However, there have
been no mechanisms which directly recommend interesting
bookmarks to the users. With the user profiles constructed
by our proposed method, recommendation systems will have
a better understanding of the interests of the users, and
be able to recommend more specific bookmarks to users by
targeting a particular interest of the users.
6. RELATEDWORK
User profile representation and construction has been a
key research area in the context of personal information
agents and recommendation systems. The representation
of user profiles concerns with how user interests and prefer-
ences are modelled in a structured way. Probably the sim-
plest form of user profile is a term vector indicating which
terms are interested by the user. The weights in the vec-
tor is usually determined by the tf-idf weighting scheme as
terms are extracted from documents interested by the user or
obtained by observing user behaviour [2, 12]. More sophisti-
cated representations such as the use of a weighted network
of n-grams [21] have also been proposed. However, a sin-
gle user profile vector may not be enough when users have
multiple interests in diverse areas [7], and several projects
have employed multiple vectors to represent a user profile.
For example, Pon et al. [19] use multiple profile vectors to
represent user interests to assist recommendation of news
articles. In recent years, user-profiling approaches utilizing
the knowledge contained in ontologies have been proposed.
In these approaches, a user profile is represented in terms of
the concepts that the user is interested in an ontology. For
example, Middleton et al. [14] propose two experimental
systems in which user profiles are represented in terms of a
research paper topic ontology. Similar approaches have also
been proposed to construct user profiles for assisting Web
searching [26] or enhancing recommendations from collabo-
rative filtering systems [1].
On the other hand, since the rise in popularity of collab-
orative tagging systems, some studies have also focused on
generating user profiles from folksonomies. For example, in
[5] a user profile generator based on the annotations assigned
by the users to the documents is proposed. The user pro-
file is represented in the form of a tag vector, which each
element in the vector indicating the number of times a tag
has been assigned to a document by the user. In [13], three
different methods for constructing user profiles out of folk-
sonomy data have been proposed. The first and simplest
approach is to select the top k mostly used tags by a user
as his profile. The second approach involves constructing a
weighted network of co-occurrence of tags and selecting the
top k pairs of tags which are connected by the edges with
largest weights. The third method is an adaptive approach
called the Add-A-Tag algorithm, which takes into account
the time-based nature of tagging by reducing the weights on
edges connecting two tags as time passes. In addition, [18]
discusses the issue of constructing a user profile from a folk-
sonomy in the context of personalised Web search. In their
approach, a user profile pu is represented in the form of a
weighted vector with m components (corresponding to the
m tags used by the user). The use of wd is to assign a weight
between 0 and 1 to each of the n documents. While these
attempts provide some possible methods for constructing
user profiles based on data in folksonomies, the possibility
of a user having multiple interests is not addressed in these
works.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The emergence of collaborative tagging systems provide
valuable sources of information for understanding user in-
terests and constructing better user profiles. In this paper,
we investigated the characteristics of personomies extracted
from folksonomies, and observed that the majority of users
possess a wide range of interests, which cannot be modelled
by simple methods such as a single set of tags. A novel
method for constructing user profiles which take into ac-
count the diversity of interests of the users is proposed. We
also evaluated the user profiles by looking at whether they
provide a good summary of the bookmarks of the users.
This research work provides insight into how user pro-
files of multiple interests can be constructed based on the
data collected from a folksonomy. From this point, we plan
to carry out further research work in two main directions.
Firstly, we will further investigate how the proposed method
can be improved. In our study, a user profiles constructed
treats every cluster of bookmarks and its signature as cor-
8responding to a distinctive interest of the user. However, it
may be true that two interests are related and are only sub-
topics of a more general area. We will investigate if the intro-
duction of a hierarchical structure is desirable. Secondly, we
will attempt to evaluate our proposed method by applying
the user profiles on applications such as Web page recom-
mendation or personal resource management. We hope this
research will ultimately deliver useful algorithms and appli-
cations which utilise the power of user-contributed metadata
in collaborative tagging systems.
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ABSTRACT
The rising popularity of Web 2.0, such as blogs, forums, online cal-
endars/diaries, etc., makes users more interested in keeping their
data on the Web. Sharing of such data could make life more enjoy-
able and convenient. For example, posting new photos about activ-
ities or sharing views about an event can let friends know what a
user cares about. However, some of these data (such as a person’s
location during a particular time, opinion about a political event,
etc.) are private and should not be accessed by unauthorized users.
Although Web 2.0 facilitates sharing, the fear of forwarding sen-
sitive data to a third party without knowledge of the data owners
discourages people from using certain applications due to privacy
concerns. We take advantage of the existing relationships on social
networks and build a “trust network” with transitive relationship to
allow data sharing while respecting the privacy of data owners. The
trust network linking private data owners, private data requesters,
and intermediary users is a directed weighted graph. The permis-
sion value for each private data requester is automatically assigned
in this network based on the transitive relationship. Experiments
were conducted to confirm the feasibility of constructing the trust
network from existing social networks, and to assess the appropri-
ateness of permission value assignments in the query process. This
privacy scheme can make private data sharing manageable by data
owners, who only need to define the access rights of their closest
contacts once.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing popularity of Web 2.0 services, more and
more Web users post their articles, pictures, comments on the Web
through blogs, forums or other Web applications. Based on the
“State of the Blogosphere” report [19], 120,000 new weblogs are
being created worldwide each day. Many online communities have
been established when users create accounts at those website hosts.
In these communities users share their beliefs, opinions and in-
terests. Communities on these websites are set up based on the
“common interest" page their members marked. Each person can
be members of several different communities and private data (e.g.
identification, financial record, location, calendar, Web content) are
commonly shared along community connections. However, these
data sharing activities through Web-based social networking bring
serious privacy concerns since users do not have control over who
can access their personal data.
Nowadays, many users use a Web-based calendar, such as Google
Calendar [9], to arrange their appointment schedules. It is possible
to provide a feature to let users define activity categories, such as
“family activity”, “work activity”, “church activity”, etc. Figure
1(a) shows such a calendar which has several different categories.
When a visitor of the website clicks on an item of the calendar,
detailed information (such as location, contact person, etc.) about
the event is displayed. It is also possible to provide a feature for
the owner to define different groups (user context) who may access
different categories of the calendar. For example, assuming Alice is
the owner of such a calendar. As a family member, her sister Karen
can see “family activity” in detail but not the detailed information
of events in other categories. This strict definition of groups is use-
ful, but it does not fully satisfy Alice’s needs. To make the calendar
more useful, some undefined visitors should also be allowed to see
part of her calendar. Consider the following two scenarios:
• Bob, who is one of Alice’s colleagues, can check her sched-
ule and see the details of her “work activity”. Carl, who is
Bob’s friend, hopes to make an appointment with Alice for
some business discussion.
• Donald, who is Alice’s travel agent, can check her sched-
ule for the arrangement of a family vacation. Edward, who
works for the car rental company which is a business part-
ner of Donald’s agency, needs the information regarding the
family’s arrival time.
The normal action for Carl is to ask his friend Bob to make the
appointment for him. He may also write to Alice directly. This
requires some amount of interactions between Carl and Bob, and
may also involve Alice directly or indirectly. It will be more conve-
nient if Carl can inherit some access right from Bob, who is Alice’s
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(a) Without Privacy Management (b) With Privacy Management
Figure 1: Web Calendar Example
colleague, and can check Alice’s calendar directly for her “work ac-
tivity" items when he visits her website. Donald (the travel agent)
and Edward (the car rental agent) are in a similar situation; they
should have the right to see the “family activity” category, but not
the “work activity” category. Moreover, Alice’s calendar can be
checked by Donald and Edward based on additional context: Alice
might only allow Donald to check her calendar after the final ar-
rangement of her trip is settled and before the end of her trip (time
context); and Edward is only allowed to check Alice’s calendar in-
formation related to Edward’s city (location context) and during the
trip (time context, inherited from Donald).
It is hard for Alice to assign a special group and access right
to every potential user for different calendar categories. It is not
possible to assign an access right to someone whom Alice does not
even know, such as Carl and Edward. But a “trust network" can
be used to derive specific access rights when needed. The network
is a directed graph which represents the trust relationship among
users in it. During the query process, some private data owners
(PDOs) might be willing to share their private data with private
data requesters (PDRs) through the network. We note that the trust
relationship is transitive; i.e., Alice trusts Bob and Bob trusts Carl
implies Alice trusts Carl to a certain extent. It is also directional;
i.e., although Alice trusts Carl by implication, Carl may not trust
Alice regarding his private data. Since the trusted PDR through
transitive trust relationship might have less access right (Edward
does not have the same right as Donald has in the above example),
the information released to indirectly-trusted PDRs may need to
be obfuscated according to the level of trust. The trust network
therefore requires:
1. Trust relationship defined by PDOs
2. Obfuscation (Web data annotation) rules defined according
to the nature of private data
With the help of obfuscation rules, the access right is no longer
binary (“yes" or “no"). The access right for a private data item is
considered a PERMISSION VALUE, which represents how much de-
tail the private data item can be given to the PDR based on the level
of trust. Figure 1(b) shows the result when Carl looks at Alice’s
calendar when he visits the website. From the figure we can find
out that Carl can only see the “work activity” and for the “family
activity” Carl only knows that Alice is busy. The ability to con-
trol the sharing of private data makes life easier since Carl does not
need to ask Bob, who is Alice’s colleague, to help checking Alice’s
calendar.
In this paper, we are not focusing on how to define Web data in
various levels of obfuscations. We solve the problem of assigning
data access permission values when there is an existing social net-
work. The contributions of this paper include the construction of a
trust network from existing social networks. This network can be
used to manage the sharing of private data in the Web environment.
This trust network concept may be applied to data sharing in other
ubiquitous computing environments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the related effort in improving privacy management. Section 3 de-
scribes how to bootstrap the trust network from an existing social
network. Using the Web calendar as a case study, Section 4 demon-
strates the process of trust network initialization and data sharing
with obfuscation rules. A framework on how the components of
the system to manage private data sharing can be implemented
is given in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes the experiments we
have done using an existing social network (MSN.com) to study
the characteristics and significant issues of the trust network. Sec-
tion 7 discusses possible refinements for the permission assignment
techniques. Section 8 contains the conclusions and future work.
2. RELATED WORK
In order to identify Web users and their relationship with others,
the Friend of a Friend (FOAF) [2] project creates a set of machine-
readable pages describing people, the links between them, and the
things they create and do. This could be the basis to construct trust
networks by bootstrapping from existing social networks.
Much of the fundamental work in the analysis of social networks
and the major advances in the past century have been carried out in
the fields of sociology, psychology, and communications [8, 22].
The first step to facilitate social networking is to have a definition
of trust that captures the social features for both local and global
scopes [24]. Trust management is quite well studied in P2P sys-
tems and semantic Web [13,14,16,23,24]. In [14], a definition that
captures the nature of social trust relationships and an algorithm
are proposed for computing the trust value in social networks using
default logic. Kamvar et al. proposed EigenTrust for reputation
management for file sharing in P2P systems [13]. Richardon pro-
posed a trust value computation method using probability theory in
global belief combination which can provide each user a personal-
ized set of trust values [16]. Trust propagation is another important
research topic. Guha et al. proposed a method for predicting trust
between users [10]. The trust acquisition and propagation model is
discussed in [5, 6, 25]. However, the relationship between trust and
online private data is not well addressed.
The online data privacy problem has been noticed for quite a
long time. The Platform for Privacy Protection (P3P) Project [21]
of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is a method for web-
sites to publish their privacy policies. The APPEL language [20]
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works with P3P and enables users to exchange privacy preferences
according to published privacy policies. P3P has not yet received
much acceptance from Web users mainly due to its lack of en-
forcement, since current implementations do not include compli-
ance of user preferences. Kolari et al. have pointed out that an
enhanced P3P based on the Rei language can provide an improved
trust model [15].
A lot of research has also been done on statistical databases
to protect privacy through query restriction, data perturbation and
output perturbation [1]. Such research focuses on hiding the re-
lationship between the identity of the PDO and relevant private
data [11, 18]. An example is that instead of giving the applica-
tion an exact location, a regional context is used to satisfy the K-
anonymity requirement. A list of candidates is returned to obfus-
cate private data [17]. There has not been much attempt to connect
this approach with access control rules.
Since P3P does not provide any mechanism to ensure that these
promises are consistent with internal data processing at the web-
site, a purpose-based access control method can be used as an ex-
tension of P3P [4]. To address this issue we have proposed to ex-
tend the P3P protocol, which is a W3C recommendation for Web
applications. We have successfully applied this extension to some
context-aware applications [12]. But the extension did not consider
transitive trust relationships. PDOs still need to specify every po-
tential PDR’s access right based on the categories defined by P3P,
which makes management of private data cumbersome.
3. FROM SOCIAL NETWORK TO TRUST
NETWORK
In the Web-based social network, the PDOs need to have some
control on the management of their private data. However, it is not
practical for a PDO to set a particular permission value for each
private data category for every potential PDR. The role-based ac-
cess control (RBAC) has partially solved the problem [7]. In this
approach, it is required to define all the potential users’ into some
groups. For example, in the UNIX file system, the file owner (user)
can give each role (user, group, and other users) some specific per-
missions (read, write, execute). With the role-based access control,
a PDO needs to define the permissions based on the roles of PDRs.
But it still may be difficult to define the role of every potential PDR.
Therefore it will be very nice if a transitive trust relationship exists
among the potential PDRs.
It turns out that the transitive relationship does exist in our daily
life. For example, if Carl wants to know how much is the toll to
travel through the Cross Harbor Tunnel in Hong Kong, he may ask
his friend Bob about it. If Bob does not have the answer, he may
continue asking his friends by phone calls or by emails. Later from
Alice, Bob finds out the toll charge and passes the information to
Carl. Formally speaking, this transitive query continues until a sat-
isfactory answer is obtained and returned to the originator along the
query path.
When each person who is willing to share data in the community
is represented by a vertex, and when how much a PDO trusts a
PDR is represented by an edge, the whole community becomes a
trust network. When users share private data in a community, the
access decision is based on the trust relationship between the PDO
and the PDR in the trust network.
DEFINITION 1. The TRUST relationship between a PDO and
one of its contacts is a permission value assigned by PDO to a
potential PDR:
Figure 2: Facebook Network Example (1190 nodes). The data
includes friends of ID 655183482 and friends of friends.
permission = trust(a, g, c)
Where a is the PDO involved, g is a member within a group of
contacts that the PDO has defined, and c is the context where the
permission value applies. The context in Definition 1 provides the
application developer and the PDOs the ability to set the constrains
in data sharing. Context may be related to the time, location, nature,
etc. of an event. For example, Alice only allows Bob to view his
calendar on her “working” activity. The event type "working" in the
calendar can be considered as one context. It is extensible based on
the needs of the application or the PDOs.
PDOs are requested to define data access permissions for all the
direct users using their privacy preferences. The permission value
can be a decimal number ranging from [0,1], where 1 represents
total trust and 0 represents no trust at all. The 0 permission value
is seldom used in online social networks because a PDO joins the
network for the purpose of sharing data with friends there. The
context in Definition 1 refers to the particular situation a permis-
sion value is assigned. The context includes time context, location
context, and query context (such as purpose, retention, etc.) When
Web data annotation is available in the social network, the annota-
tion can also be part of the query context. For each kind of private
data, the PDO can define several permission values to fit different
contexts. A GROUP represents a group of PDOs who share the same
permission value. A group can either be defined by a third party or
by a PDO. One of the most popular Web-based social networks,
Facebook, allows users to create private groups or to join the ex-
isting regional or alumni networks. Figure 2 shows “my friends”
and “friends of my friends” relationship on Facebook for one of
the authors. We can see that the relationship has been defined be-
tween Facebook users through the profile. When a PDO assigns
his friends the permission which can be written in a preference file,
the network becomes the trust network. The preference file can be
stored as a single document or attached to the private FOAF doc-
ument [2]. The trust relationship described above only supports
the direct relationship. In the Web calendar application, the tran-
sitive trust relationship also needs to be considered. Carl, who is
not directly connected with Alice, links to Alice through Alice’s
colleague Bob. In order to achieve this, we define a new operation
JOIN.
DEFINITION 2. TRANSITIVITY determines whether a trust re-
lationship can be extended outside of the directly-connected PDRs.
A propagated trust (Ptrust) relationship based on transitivity can
be used to extend the relationship to other users. The JOIN opera-
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tion shows that the trust relationship is transitive; that is, if PDO
A trusts PDR B, who in turn trusts PDR C, it implies that PDO A
Ptrusts PDR C .
∀a : PDO, i, j : GROUP, c : CONTEXT, ∃interim ∈ i
trust[a, i, c] = p1, trust[interim, j, c] = p2 ⇒
Ptrust[a, j, c] = trust[a, i, c] ⊲⊳ trust[interim, j, c] = min(p1, p2)
With the JOIN operation, the permission propagates along the
trust network with the maximum possible value. Every potential
PDR can be assigned a permission value automatically if he is
within the community or from a related community. In a real ap-
plication a PDO might set more restricted access. Additional oper-
ations will be proposed in the future.
4. TRUST NETWORK AND OBFUSCATION
Privacy management is separated into four steps: context prun-
ing, transitive trust network initialization, permission value com-
putation and data obfuscation. The four steps are applied when ap-
propriate. In this section, we use the example when Edward sends
a query on Alice’s “family activities” in the calendar application to
demonstrate these four steps.
4.1 Context Pruning
In a Web-based social network, users are allowed to define a lot
of relationships with other users. For example, in Facebook users
can define every relationship with all friends, such as “We went
to school together” or “We took the course together”. Moreover, a
user can further specify which school and which course to establish
the link between two users. As a result, group definition is quite
complicated. Each PDO might need to define permission values
for an individual person or a group based on different contexts.
The goal for context pruning is that trust relationship only prop-
agates within the same group of people. For example, Alice would
like to share her “work activity” with Bob. But she may not wish to
share the information with Bob’s family doctor, whom Bob trusts
totally. Therefore the trust network should be restricted by context.
We zoom in Figure 2 and extract part of the real Facebook network
as shown in Figure 3. The church events in the calendar can be
exchanged among all members of this network since all these five
people are from the same church "CBIBC". But the work event is
just shared between Michelle and Cammy since they “worked to-
gether" and no other user in the network has a similar context. Here
“church” or “work”, which might be an attribute of the event, can
be considered a context.
Suppose there are two groups of users trusted by a PDO and a
PDR is in both of the groups. If the PDR requests information
from the PDO then it might be reasonable for the PDO to provide
the larger permission value derived from each of the two groups.
Another task for context pruning is to find out the maximum per-
mission value for every direct trust relationship on the condition of
satisfying the context requirement.
In the previous example, during the trip time the travel agent
Donald is trusted by Alice based on RECIPIENT “ours”(see the
definition in [21]). For other times, since the query context is not
satisfied, Donald is not trusted.
4.2 Transitive Trust Network Initialization
Even if a PDO defines only a small portion of the whole commu-
nity, data can still be shared based on the PDO’s preferences. The
users a PDO trusts may also have their own trust relationships (e.g.,
Donald trusts Edward due to partnership). We need to merge all the
Figure 3: FaceBook Multiple Relationship Example.
relationships together to build the trust network. For the example
discussed in 1, after context pruning we know the direct trust rela-
tionships form a tree. Figure 4 shows the result after merging all
direct trust relationship trees of Alice, Bob, Edward and Donald.
Figure 4: Trust Network- Transitive Relationship
DEFINITION 3. In a trust network, the hops of a PDR is the
number of vertices to traverse along the shortest path from the PDO
to this PDR.
Even if the complexity of privacy preference files has been de-
creased by using group-based permission assignments, to define the
permission values of every potential PDR is still plenty of work.
With the transitive relationship, a PDO only needs to define the
permission values of those PDRs who have a “close” relationship,
or are directly connected in the trust network. Based on the privacy
preferences defined for each of these PDRs, the trust relationship
can be computed and propagated to the rest of the trust network.
Since there are various types of private data on the Web, we need
to consider the data categories, sharing contexts during the trust
network merging process.
4.3 Permission Value Computation
Note that to apply the transitive relationship, all the trust rela-
tionships during the propagation process need to have the same
context. Before computation of the permission value for a PDR,
context pruning will ensure the network initialized in 4.2 is extend-
able.
Algorithm 1 can be applied to implement the JOIN operation in
order to compute the shortest path from the PDO (source) to a PDR
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(destination). Given a social network graph G(V,E), where V is
the vertices set and E is the trust relationship set. p(u, v) is user v’s
permission value given by user u. Extract_MAX(Q) is used to
extract the vertex with the maximum permission value which is not
in the finished set S. Through Algorithm 1, a user can get the most
private data from a PDO based on the permission value assigned.
Algorithm 1 is only one simple and possible solution to compute
the permission value. The pageRank [3] or Max-Flow might be
used to defined and compute the Ptrust.
Algorithm 1 Permission Value Computation
Input:A weighted directed graph G(V,E)
edge weight, p(u,v), is the permission from u to v
PDO, PDR
Output:Permission Value
1: for all vertex v in V do
2: permission[v]=0
3: previous[v]=undefined
4: end for
5: permission[PDO]= 1
6: S= empty set
7: Q= V[G]
8: while Q is not an empty set do
9: u= Extract_MAX(Q)
10: if u equals PDR then
11: return permission[u]
12: end if
13: S= S union u
14: for all edge (u,v) outgoing from u do
15: if min(permission[u], p(u, v)) > permission[v]
then
16: permission[v] = min(permission[u], p(u, v))
17: previous[v] = u
18: end if
19: end for
20: end while
When Algorithm 1 is applied to Figure 4, it first puts Donald
and Bob into the waiting queue Q. Then the Extract_MAX
function extracts Donald from the queue and puts Edward and Un-
known1 into Q. Then Bob is extracted and Carl is put into Q, too.
The Extract_MAX function processes Unknown1 and Edward
in order. When Edward is handled, the algorithm knows Edward’s
permission value. Therefore the trust is propagated from Alice to
Donald and finally to Edward. We compute the permission value of
every potential user (all users except Alice herself), and use a gra-
dient color to represent the value as shown in Figure 4. The darker
the vertex’s color, the higher permission value it holds. We can see
the effects of trust propagation by the changing color shades.
4.4 Data Obfuscation
There are lots of data items that can be represented in a hierarchi-
cal way. For example, the “current location" is a frequently-used
private data in different applications. Room 4208, Floor 4, HKUST,
Hong Kong, China is a common address to define a location pre-
cisely. To protect privacy, for some PDRs in some applications, a
PDO may want different information shown on the PDR’s screen.
Detailed information (room number, etc.) is given to close friends
and general information (Hong Kong) is given to unknown PDRs.
Based on the transitive relationship, the permission value can be
used to control the degree of obfuscation for a certain private data
item based on either the default value or the user’s preference.
From Figure 4, we see that when the trust network becomes com-
plex it is quite possible for an unknown PDR to obtain private data
after several data passing actions. In order to make sure the pri-
vate data passing scale is controllable, a PDO needs to set up some
control factors:
1. Maximum propagation hops, hopmax: how many hops pri-
vate data can be passed along the network. This is helpful to
stop data propagation to PDRs who are too far away.
2. Damping factor, ̟: How much data is obfuscated through
every hop. This method gradually reduces the information
available and makes sure that an unknown PDR cannot get
too much detailed information through several trustable in-
termediary users.
Therefore we can replace line 15-18 of Algorithm 1 by:
if min(permission[u], p(u, v))×̟ > permission[v]
hop[v] ≤ hopmax∧ u is not PDO then
permission[v] = min(permission[u], p(u, v))×̟
previous[v] = u
end if
With the help of hopmax and the damping factor ̟, the private
data is controlled to spread only within a certain number of hops.
Moreover, the farther a PDR is away from a PDO, the less private
data he receives. For the previous example, Edward can know Alice
is in HKUST without the damping factor. And if the ̟ = 0.7,
then permission for Edward is 0.42. Edward can only know that
Alice is in Hong Kong. The permission values might be hard for
PDO to understand. It is helpful to visualize the social network by
painting users in the network with colors of different shades based
on the permission values assigned as shown in Figure 8. And it
is also very helpful to assign the critical person, who has lots of
connection the PDO are not familiar with, a sharp ̟ in order to
keep the data private.
5. FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
In the Web calendar example, we use the Privacy Server frame-
work as shown in Figure 5. The PDOs define their private data
through the PDO Preference Manager and store their preferences
in the PDO Preference Database. When there is a data query ini-
tiated by a PDR, the Private Data Query Adapter acts as an inter-
preter for the query and sets up the trust network based on PDO’s
preference definition. The data query should include all the context
information (e.g., the reason to access the data, how to forward data
to third parties and application user name). With the PDO informa-
tion from Context Database, the Adapter computes the permission
value based on PDO’s preference and passes the value to the Ob-
fuscation Manager. A fuzzy result is returned based on applicable
obfuscation rules and the permission value.
Context
Database
PDO
Preference
Database
Private Data
Query Adaptor
PDO
Preference
Manager
Obfuscation
ManagerResult
Data Query
PDR PDO
Figure 5: Privacy Server Implementation Framework
A trust network is set up based on the transitive relationship de-
fined by each PDO, which is derived from the online community
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information. Users in a whole community who are willing to share
private data become vertices in the network while the trust relation-
ship between each other becomes edges. The strength of the trust
relationship becomes private date permission value which denotes
the edge weight in the trust network. Since the trust relationship
is asymmetric, the whole trust network is a directed graph. When
there is a private data query, the problem becomes the checking
of whether there is a path from a vertex (PDO) to another vertex
(PDR) in a directed graph.
After the permission value is obtained, the Obfuscation Manager
blurs the private data according to the value and still returns some
information to the PDR (unless the permission value is zero, indi-
cating that the PDR is forbidden from accessing the data). Context
data can often be represented in many ways and forms. For ex-
ample, the location context can be represented at a particular point
geographically, or in regions of various sizes which contain that
point. Alice’s location, in the previous example, could be repre-
sented as <Alice, at, Cross Harbor Tunnel, Hong Kong, China>,
showing that Alice’s location information at a certain time is one of
Cross Harbor Tunnel, Hong Kong and China depending on the per-
mission value. The Obfuscation Manager returns different results
for different queries based on the relationship between the PDO
and the PDR.
The transitive relationship and obfuscation rules break the cur-
rent binary private data access characteristic and make context shar-
ing easier. We modify the Web calendar component, JEvent, and
build the Privacy Management Framework for it as shown in Figure
1. Figure 1(a) is the original JEvent service. Users are allowed to
check all the detailed calendar information by clicking on the event.
With the privacy management as shown in Figure 1(b) only the reg-
istered users can check the calendar and the “Family activities” is
not available based on the data category the calendar owner (PDO)
has defined. The successful hacking of the code for JEvent shows
that the transitive trust relationship does work in a real application.
This framework is not specially defined for the Web calendar;
other applications can also connect to the Privacy Server through
an HTTP connection for the current CGI version.
6. EXPERIMENT
6.1 General Characteristics of the Trust Net-
work
Our study is focused on the “trust network” where edge (u, v)
means u trusts v with a labeled permission value. There are lots of
online communities available currently, such as MSN, Facebook,
Blogger, etc. We picked MSN due to its popularity to test the imple-
mentation of permission value assignment scheme. Starting from
one of the authors’ friends who posts her friends list on the Web1,
we used a crawler to trace the friends lists. We visited 187 users
who are connected with the friend within four hops and obtained
other 1,181 related users. None is more than four hops away from
the friend. Since there was no permission value currently supported
by MSN, we randomly assigned different permission values for ev-
ery relationship.
Figure 6 contains the trust propagation results after we randomly
assigned permission values using Math.random (range [0,1)). The
permission values became very small after four hops as shown in
Figure 6(a), since most peripheral nodes are in light color. If these
peripheral nodes wish to see the central node’s information, their
requests will not be successful. Since friend lists on MSN are de-
fined by the users manually, the trust relationships should be higher
1MSN URL:http://rp20040619.spaces.live/friends
(a) Random Permission Value Assignment
(b) Assign High Permission value for Relationship
Figure 6: Transitive Network Efficiency
than random assignments in the range of [0,1). By changing the
range to [0.6,1), the results are shown in Figure 6(b). Compare
Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b), we see that the colors in Figure 6(b)
are darker, which means that the permission values are higher after
trust propagation when higher permission values are assigned ini-
tially. Therefore the permission values defined by PDOs are indeed
affecting the private data propagation process.
6.2 Control Factors
Figure 6 demonstrates that it is possible to construct a trust net-
work from an existing social network for managed data sharing,
if the social network supports the setting of permission levels. We
then explore how a PDO can control the transitive relationship with
partial trust.
The maximum number of hops hopmax can be set by a PDO
in order to control how far the private data can be forwarded. We
again use the MSN social network as a test base. We randomly
assigned permission values to every trust relationship and then kept
this directed graph unchanged in the following experiment.
When no transitive relationship was allowed (hopmax = 0),
1,350 queries got no permission during data sharing in Figure 7(a).
When the transitive relationship was allowed, the non-empty query
number was dramatically increased when hopmax = 3. This is
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because there are few users on the first one or two hops of the trust
network. The bigger hopmax was, the more detailed result could
be obtained. Moreover, we noted that blanket permission was not
granted since only a small number of queries could get access to
the private data. We can also see that even if the friend has only
defined three close friends, if she allows three hops of data sharing,
then around 700 users can see her obfuscated data.
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Figure 7: Control Factors
Figure 7(b) demonstrates how the damping factor discussed in
section 4.4 affected the permission value. If the damping factor
̟ is zero, it meant that there was no transitive relationship. If
̟ is very small (e.g., 0.1 or 0.2), it strongly restricted the access
permission of private data. Even when ̟ became 0.6, most users
got permission value less than 0.2. When ̟ became bigger, the
influence of ̟ significantly affected the permission value to access
private data.
We understand that the number of users who get permission might
be different due to different social network topologies. For exam-
ple, if the PDO defines a lot of close friends, there will be a num-
ber of users who get permission to access private data even when
hopmax = 0,. The selection of ̟ and hopmax will indeed affect
the topology of the trust network. But the trend of trust propagation
will not change too much. In practice the damping factor should be
used with maximum hop number together in order to achieve the
desired access control. Moreover, the PDO can set up different
damping factors to different groups or specific users if he wishes.
7. DISCUSSIONS
7.1 Trust Priority
In a trust network, it is possible that a PDR may obtain more
private data through transitive relationships. For example Figure 8
is the result after running Algorithm 1. The gray line represents
the trust propagation path when Unknown3 queries Alice’s infor-
mation. Through a full transitive relationship, Unknown3 can get
0.6 permission value through the path: Alice ⇀ Donald ⇀ Edward
⇀ Unknown3. However, Unknown3 is directly defined in Alice’s
trust tree with permission value 0.4 (green line). There is now a
conflict between the direct trust and trust derived from transitive
relationships. Since trust based on multiple recommendations from
a single source should not be higher than that from independent
sources, if the PDR is one of the directly-connected vertices with
the PDO then the permission for this PDR cannot be higher than
the permission value originally assigned by the PDO.
Figure 8: Trust Priority: Directed vs. Transitive
7.2 Standardized Private Data Levels
It is often hard for users to assign accurate decimal permission
values to others. Therefore, we should provide a visualization of
the data. The user can directly select the data level they would like
to share and the program can easily convert the level into a decimal
number.
The levels of a private data item are either defined by a PDO
or by a public ontology. Then different PDOs might have different
data levels in real applications. For example, Alice defines her loca-
tion in 5 levels, such as “Room 4208, Floor 4, HKUST, Hong Kong,
China". Her secretary only uses “HKUST, Hong Kong, China”.
When the secretary grants Bob with permission value 0.67, Bob
can only know “Hong Kong”. If Alice gives a 0.8 permission value
to her secretary, then with the transitive relationship Bob gets 0.67
(the maximum of 0.8 and 0.67) permission value and consequently
a more specific area name (HKUST) of Alice’s location. This could
be a big privacy hole.
A possible solution is that for each category a standardized pri-
vate context data level is set up and shared by all PDOs through a
separate central information directory which provides all kinds of
information level descriptions. The PDO Preference Manager con-
nects to that directory and automatically helps users to search what
other preferences the PDO has defined. Initially, there are only a
few default levels for the data. When a PDO wants to have more
specific context levels, he can insert a level himself and record the
new level in the central information directory. For example, if Al-
ice wants to identify the current building as a new context level,
she finds that this information is between the floor information and
the area name. Alice can then insert the building name between
them and set the permission value for this new context level to be
( 0.6+0.8
2
= 0.7). When other PDOs define their location informa-
tion, this new level can also be used by them. Since the permission
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value is a decimal number between 0 and 1, an infinite number of
context levels can be supported. Another advantage of using stan-
dard levels is that a PDO can see and directly choose the informa-
tion level he wishes to share with other users instead of assigning a
permission value which may not be meaningful to the PDO.
7.3 Other Applications
With the development of ubiquitous computing, more and more
private data is available to the public either on the Web or through
other applications. For example, a mobile service provider has al-
ready started friend location service. Users can dial a special num-
ber to trace friends’ location. Users might lose privacy control in
that situation because he may not know what information about
him is shared, compared with the social network situation that the
user is the publisher of his own data on the Web. It is possible that
through such a service, a thief can find out a user’s regular sched-
ule, such as the time to go home, by tracking the user’s location for
a period of time before breaking into his home when he is not there.
The convenience of ubiquitous computing applications will not be
enjoyed unless users can control what private data to share with
whom at what time. Our privacy server framework can be helpful
in these applications.
8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we propose a transitive trust network for private
data sharing in social networks. Private information can be shared
through the trust network. We use a Web calendar application to
show the process of using trust network algorithms to share data.
We finally demonstrate the feasibility of constructing the trust net-
work from an existing social network. The characteristics of such
a trust network are analyzed which may be applied to data shar-
ing in ubiquitous computing environments. We plan to launch the
Web calendar service with trust network and collect data for further
development. We shall also develop plug-ins and propose to own-
ers of social networks that users be allowed to use them to assign
permission values to their contacts.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays the Web represents a growing collection of an
enormous amount of contents where the need for better
ways to find and organize the available data is becoming
a fundamental issue, in order to deal with information over-
load. Keyword based Web searches are actually the pre-
ferred mean to seek for contents related to a specific topic.
Search engines and collaborative tagging systems make pos-
sible the search for information thanks to the association of
descriptive keywords to Web resources. All of them show
problems of inconsistency and consequent reduction of re-
call and precision of searches, due to polysemy, synonymy
and in general all the different lexical forms that can be used
to refer to a particular meaning. A possible way to face or
at least reduce these problems is represented by the intro-
duction of semantics to characterize the contents of Web re-
sources: each resource is described by one or more concepts
instead of simple and often ambiguous keywords. To support
these task the availability of a global semantic resource of
reference is fundamental. On the basis of our past experience
with the semantic tagging of Web resources and the SemKey
Project, we are developing Tagpedia, a general-domain ”en-
cyclopedia” of tags, semantically structured for generating
semantic descriptions of contents over the Web, created by
mining Wikipedia. In this paper, starting from an analy-
sis of the weak points of non-semantic keyword based Web
searches, we introduce our idea of semantic characterization
of Web resources describing the structure and organization
of Tagpedia. We introduce our first realization of Tagpedia,
suggesting all the possible improvements that can be carried
out in order to exploit its full potential.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
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1. INTRODUCTION: KEYWORD BASED
SEARCHES
Currently, keyword based Web searches are the preferred
way to seek for resources of interest over the Web. Each
resource, usually identified by its URL, can be accessed by
one or more keywords describing its content. The most wide-
spread methods to explore links between Web resources and
keywords are the exploitation of a search engine or the
access to a collaborative tagging service (see Figure 1).
Search engines like Google, Yahoo, Ask and so on are ex-
amples of automated information extraction systems: they
analyze the data and the structure of Web contents as well
as the search behaviour of users and the frequency of usage
of different search strings to collect the most appropriate
keywords that can be used to access a Web resource (see the
lower portion of Figure 1).
On the other side, collaborative tagging systems like deli-
cious, Flickr, YouTube and Technocrati rely upon user con-
tribution. They are examples of social classification systems:
each person who belongs to the community of users of a col-
laborative tagging system describes Web resources of inter-
est by means of one or more freely chosen keywords, called
tags. All the tags associated to Web resources are collected
and exploitable by every user in order to find many resources
of interest. A popularity value is usually associated to each
tag describing a Web resource to point out the number of
times it has been chosen to characterize that resource and
consequently the importance of the tag itself among those
related to the specific resource (see the upper portion of
Figure 1).
Even if they are very popular, keyword based Web
search approaches show many weak points in manag-
ing language expressivity. Many keywords can identify
distinct concepts (polysemy): as a consequence the precision
of search results decreases. Moreover if we don’t search for a
common sense of that keyword, it is often very difficult to ex-
plore the search results space so as to find Web resources of
interest among those retrieved. For example, let us suppose
that we want to find all the resources dealing with ’ajax’
intended as the Greek hero: choosing ’ajax’ as search text
string, there are no links related to mythology among the
first 30 search results of Google. If we better specify the
search string in order to solve the problem, we partition the
space of relevant search results depending on the particular
word added to ’ajax’ to disambiguate its meaning. For in-
stance, depending on the addition of the word ’hero’ or the
word ’mythology’ to ’ajax’ in the search string, considering
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Figure 1: Two ways to associate keywords to re-
sources
the first 10 search results shown by Google, only two of them
are present in both cases. Besides polysemy, also synonymy
affects precision and recall of keyword based Web searches.
In fact, when a specific meaning can be accessed through
two or more keywords, the set of search results is differ-
ent depending on the particular keyword chosen. Moreover,
the different level of precision and the many possible users
points of view that can be considered describing a particular
resource, often cause a considerable loss of quality of Web
searches. For a deeper analysis of all the factors that affect
efficiency and effectiveness of keyword based Web search sys-
tems see [4] [10] [12] [25].
In order to face the different drawbacks of the systems just
analyzed, many distinct methods have been applied. The
aggregation of search results from different search
engines and their post elaboration is experimenting a
growing diffusion. Systems like Vivisimo [15], Grokker
[18] and Kartoo [19] are meta search engines. They collect
search results from other search engines and group them ex-
ploiting, for example, the category hierarchy of Yahoo and
Wikipedia (Grokker) or creating clusters of similar search
results and characterizing each of them by one or more addi-
tional keywords (Vivisimo). They also display search results
cartographically through very expressive maps that connect
the most relevant resources to the most used keywords (Kar-
too).
Also considering tagging systems, we can find many pro-
posals to better organize search results to improve their qual-
ity and the effectiveness of the search. FolkRank [5] is an
algorithm created to rank search results in a tagging sys-
tem, calculating a ranking value for each of them and thus
evaluating their relevance. Also user profile is exploited in
order to adapt ranking calculation to the information needs
of every single user.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 we describe our idea of semantic characterization of Web
resources, underlining the need for a general-domain seman-
tic resource of reference in order to support this task, taking
into account also our past experience with the semantic tag-
ging and SemKey. In Section 3 we introduce Tagpedia, the
semantic resource of reference we have created by mining
Wikipedia, explaining its organization and structure (Sub-
section 3.1). In Section 4 we describe how Tagpedia can
be utilized, describing the Tagpedia Web API and showing
all the possible improvements to Tagpedia to exploit its full
potential. Conclusions are described in Section 5.
2. FROM KEYWORDS TO CONCEPTS:
SEMANTIC CHARACTERIZATION
We can solve, or at least substantially reduce, Web re-
sources organization and classification problems by adding
a further level of completeness in their characterization: the
semantics. Instead of relying on post processing of search
results, we can directly semantically describe resources thanks
to their association with one or more properly chosen con-
cepts. In this way we extend the characterization of re-
sources introducing the semantic level: each resource (R) is
described by one or more concepts (C) and in turn each con-
cept can be accessed through one or more keywords (K) (see
Figure 2). When we search for some informaton of interest,
we can better specify our informative needs and we can easily
and effectively access relevant results thanks to the support
and the exploitation of the collection of concepts used to
describe Web resources, referred to as semantic resource in
what follows.
Figure 2: Relations between resources, keywords
and concepts
This way of improving Web contents organization repre-
sents an attempt to realize the semantic description of infor-
mation that stands at the basis of the Semantic Web vision.
At present there are many proposal of semantic classifi-
cation methods for Web contents. FolksAnnotation [13],
for instance, tries to extract the tags that describe a Web
resource from a collaborative tagging system, automatically
mapping them to the corresponding concepts of a prede-
fined domain ontology. Such kind of systems usually require
a strongly and well organized ontological frame of reference
that is difficult to realize; they have not provided signifi-
cant improvements in comparison with the classical keyword
based methodologies. A different approach is those exploited
by systems like Semantic Halo [3]: it improves tag based
search systems adding semantic information without relying
on ontologies. Analyzing co-occurrences and frequencies of
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tags, Semantic Halo algorithm extracts groups of tags useful
to better specify and drive user search, like more general or
more specific ones or group of keywords defining a partic-
ular naming of the selected tag. Not enough experimental
data on the effectiveness and usefulness of this method to
improve tag based searches is currently available. Summa-
rizing, a strong and widespread infrastructure that organizes
and provides access to Web resources on the basis of seman-
tic classificatory information is still absent.
During the first half of 2007, we have tried to realize the
possibility to semantically describe Web resources develop-
ing SemKey [4], a semantic collaborative tagging system.
It extends current tagging systems allowing to character-
ize resources by referring to concepts. Each user can point
out and describe Web resources of interest: starting from a
freely chosen tag, he can disambiguate it thanks to the sup-
port of Wikipedia [14] and WordNet [17] in order to identify
one or more defined concepts. In this way he produces a
semantic assertion that is the description of a specific fea-
ture of Web resources through one or more chosen concepts.
Thus we can potentially overcome the limits in the descrip-
tion of Web resources related to the complexity of language,
exploiting their semantic characterization as well as the se-
mantic relations between concepts present in WordNet and
Wikipedia.
We have implemented a working prototype of SemKey;
by analyzing the usage patterns and the semantic classifi-
cation support provided by our system, we have identified
two key factors that need to be improved in order
to really make possible semantic characterization of
Web resources, as described in the previous part of this
Section.
Both Wikipedia and WordNet, even if they show impor-
tant features to support the semantic description of Web re-
sources, are weakened by relevant lacks. WordNet presents
a rich set of parts of speech and a strongly structured set
of relations between them, but it lacks many data useful to
support proper names disambiguation and it is not collab-
oratively edited. Wikipedia is an encyclopedia so its con-
tent is composed mainly by a very rich set of names along
with their extended descriptions. ThusWikipedia has strong
proper names coverage and it has been proposed as a named
entity disambiguation resource in [7] and [8]; it is also con-
tinuously updated, but lacks a structured set of relations
between the concepts described, even if its documents are
interconnected by a huge number of links and loosely clas-
sified through categories. As a consequence the semantic
resources considered are in some way complementary, but
they have been built and structured for purposes different
from the semantic characterization over the Web. In order
to better support this task we need a semantic resource
built and structured ad hoc, which is still absent: it
must feature all the advantages of those just analyzed, re-
moving pointless informative contents.
Moreover, a great limit to the usability of SemKey and to
an easy definition of new semantic metadata is represented
by the different steps users must carry out to compose a se-
mantic assertion. This often discourages them from creating
semantic metadata. Some sort of automation is neces-
sary in order to speed up the tag disambiguation
process or to execute it through automated proce-
dures.
3. TAGPEDIA: A GENERAL DOMAIN SE-
MANTIC RESOURCE OF REFERENCE
Starting from the need for a global semantic resource ex-
ploitable as a reference to describe Web contents and there-
fore comprehensive and updated, we have proposed a possi-
ble solution to this demand, designing and building Tagpe-
dia. It is a semantic organization and classification of
tags, intended as words or in general brief textual
expressions, that people may use to describe Web
Resources. Tagpedia is based on the model of term-
concept networks [11], structured ad hoc to support
the semantic characterization of Web contents and
initially populated exploiting Wikipedia data. In par-
ticular we have tuned a new way of mining Wikipedia to
extract the information needed to build Tagpedia so as to
support concept based descriptions of Web resources also
through tag disambiguation.
We have chosenWikipedia as the starting point because
it represents the most rich and constantly updated
encyclopedic reference over the Web with a huge
set of semantic contents included, even if not ex-
plicitly exposed and easily accessible. During the last
few years many studies have been carried out finding new
ways to extract useful semantic data exploiting the great
amount of information contained in Wikipedia. Information
organizational patterns like infoboxes, internal and external
links, redirect and disambiguation pages have been analyzed
in order to extract valuable data. The DBPedia Project
[16], for instance, is a relevant attempt to extract semantic
data from Wikipedia, making them available over the Web
complying with Semantic Web standards [6]. DBPedia is a
global knowledge base derived from Wikipedia, not specif-
ically intended for Web resources description as Tagpedia
is. In [24] there is a description of KLYN, a system that au-
tonomously semantifies Wikipedia, automatically suggesting
data inconsistencies, lacks or incompletenesses. Wikipedia
has been also successfully exploited to compute semantic re-
latedness between words [21] and natural language texts [9],
but also to tune new named entities disambiguation method-
ologies [7] [8]. Semantic relationships between Wikipedia
categories have been studied in order to make the search
of information easier and to give articles editors relevant
suggestions [20]. Moreover some research has been done to
understand and measure the way Wikipedia articles are cre-
ated and their contents become mature [22] or to analyze
statistical information about the growth of the data that
constitute Wikipedia, the types of articles, the editors, the
link and category structure and so on [23].
3.1 The structure of Tagpedia
The main aim of Tagpedia is the semantic characteriza-
tion of data over the Web. In particular it must allow to
describe a Web resource through the association with one
or more univocally referenced concepts. Thus, the main
constitutional unit of TagPedia is the concept. Each
concept must be unequivocally identified but also easily ac-
cessed. The main way to point out a concept is through
the words that refer to it. Such words will also be called
tags in the following. As a consequence, each concept is
identified by the set of all the words or, more generally, all
the alfanumeric expressions of any kind that can be adopted
by a community of users to refer to it, thus constituting a
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set of synonymous tags or syntag set. Syntag sets are the
molecules which form Tagpedia.
Figure 3: Three syntag sets
The creation of an initial rich collection of syntag sets is
the first necessary step that must be carried out to build
our semantic resource. Wikipedia shows many features ex-
ploitable to create such a collection of syntag sets. In partic-
ular, in Wikipedia an article usually defines a specific con-
cept. As a consequence in order to bootstrap Tagpedia, we
create syntag sets from the articles of Wikipedia. In Figure
3 we show three examples of syntag sets made up by tags
collected mining Wikipedia.
To be more precise, Wikipedia pages can be substantially
divided into three groups:
• article pages: each describes a particular concept,
identified by the title of the same page;
• redirect pages: each links an alternate literal expres-
sion, that constitutes the title of the redirect page, to
the corresponding concept, usually identified by the
title of an article page;
• disambiguation pages: each lists all the possible
concepts, usually identified through the titles of arti-
cle or redirect pages, that can be referred by the literal
expression constituting the title of the disambiguation
page.
The redirect and the disambiguation page mechanisms are
two important Wikipedia organizational solutions that can
be exploited to build and enrich syntag sets.
Once identified a concept referring to a particular article
page, we create an initial version of a syntag set, pointed out
by a unique identifier, including only the tag corresponding
to the title of the page (in Figure 3, considering the syntag
set 1, the tag ’jaguar’ is the title of an article page). Then
we collect all the words and expressions that may be used
to refer to that concept.
As previuosly mentioned, inWikipedia the redirectmech-
anism is used to link alternate literal expressions to the orig-
inal encyclopedic article that describes a specific entity. It is
usually used to manage synonyms, abbreviations, acronyms,
misspellings, other spellings, different punctuations, partic-
ular capitalization rules and so on. In TagPedia we mine
Wikipedia content and extract all the redirect information
analyzing redirect pages; for each of them we enrich the syn-
tag set related to the referred concept by adding the title of
the page as a new tag (in Figure 3, considering the syntag
set 1, the tag ’leo onca’ is extracted from a redirect page).
Moreover, Wikipedia usually manages polysemy through
the disambiguation pages. As said, each disambiguation
page represents a collection of links to all the different ar-
ticle pages that identify the distinct meanings pointed out
by the page title (textual string). For example, the word
’ajax ’ is highly polysemous and has 49 different meanings in
Wikipedia: its disambiguation page contains links to 49 dis-
tinct article pages; each one identifies a particular concept.
We analyze Wikipedia disambiguation pages as a futher
source of information to enrich the syntag sets of Tagpedia
through the addition of new words that refer to a defined
meaning. In particular, for every disambiguation page, we
point out each syntag set related to the concepts referenced
inside its Wikipedia text and we add the title of the same
disambiguation page as a new tag exploitable to access to
the selected syntag sets (in Figure 3, considering the syntag
set 1, the tag ’panther’ is extracted from a disambiguation
page).
Summarizing, let us define Ci a concept derived from a
specific Wikipedia article page Pi. To populate with tags
the syntag set for Ci we extract:
• the title of Pi;
• the title of every redirect page to Pi;
• the title of every disambiguation page containing a link
to Pi.
Figure 4: The structure of Tagpedia
Starting from a dump of the English version of Wikipedia,
we have developed a set of C++ routines, that automatically
analyze the text of Wikipedia articles. By mining structural
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elements of Wikipedia syntax as well as by considering texts
punctuation and by exploiting pattern matching techniques
mainly based on regular expressions and string analysis, our
routines gather all the concepts as well as all the possible
tags used to refer to each single meaning, thus defining a
huge collection of syntag sets. The meaning of each concept,
identified by a syntag set, is also better specified by pointing
to the corresponding article in Wikipedia.
All these data are collected in a relational database prop-
erly designed and optimized for a fast access. It is consti-
tuted by two basic collections: the concept table and the tag
table. The first one gathers all the concepts of Tagpedia as-
signing to each of them a unique identifier, the Concept ID
and a brief definition, extracted from the English version of
Wikipedia. For every concept we also collect the URL of
the corresponding Wikipedia article. On the other side, the
tag table contains links between each concept, referenced
through its identifier, and all the tags used to access to it.
By mining September 2007 dump of the English version
of Wikipedia, we have obtained more than 1,9 millions
of syntag sets and more than 4 millions of tags used
to point out the intended concepts, each one referencing a
specific Wikipedia article (see Figure 4).
Considering Figure 5, we can visualize the weight of the
different sources of the 4.230.740 tags of Tagpedia. The
number of tags extracted from article pages (P ) is equal
to the number of syntag sets, that is 1.927.378. Among
the 2.303.362 remaining tags, 481.250 have been generated
by mining disambiguation pages and 1.822.112 by analyzing
redirect ones.
Figure 5: Sources of the tags in Tapgedia
This group of syntag sets constitutes the basis of Tag-
pedia providing a way to unequivocally access and refer to
concepts when users must semantically describe or search
for Web resources.
Number of del.icio.us URLs: 100
Number of distinct tags: 1087
Percentage of successfull disambiguations: 84 %
Table 1: Tagpedia tag disambiguation support: pre-
liminary evaluation results
4. EXPLOITING AND IMPROVING
TAGPEDIA
In order to support the generation of semantic descrip-
tions of Web resources or to semantically search for Web
contents, the information contained in Tagpedia should be
easily accessed, querying the whole collection of syntag sets.
For this purpose we have developed the Tagpedia Web
API that is a simple set of procedures that may be invoked
via Web to exploit the semantic support offered by Tagpe-
dia. These procedures carry out few fundamental tasks and
may be composed to realize more complex functions; their
execution can be easily requested by other external Web ap-
plications so as to integrate semantic features.
The main tasks that Tagpedia Web API supports are:
• the definition of all the possible meanings for a given
tag, i.e. all the syntag sets that contain the tag;
• the collection of all the tags belonging to a specific syn-
tag set, i.e. all the words or expressions exploitable to
access that particular meaning;
• the retrieval of the short textual description of a specific
syntag set.
Exploiting Tagpedia Web API, we have integrated this
semantic resource into SemKey, our semantic collaborative
tagging system, substituting WordNet and Wikipedia so as
to support the disambiguation of the meaning of tags. Once
chosen one or more tags, the user specifies the right meaning
for each of them, choosing a particular syntag set among
those including the intended tag. An early prototypal Web-
based interface useful to explore and interact with Tapgedia
is accessible at the URL www.tagpedia.org.
In order to evaluate the coverage of Tagpedia and also
to obtain suggestions to improve this semantic resource, we
have tried to manually point out the right meaning of
the tags associated to the 100 most popular Web
resources over del.icio.us, tagged by more than 25000
users. Relying upon Tagpedia Web API, we have developed
aWeb based procedure that, starting from the URL of aWeb
resource retrieves all the related tags in del.icio.us. All the
possible meanings of each tag are retrieved from Tagpedia
along with their short descriptions and the user manually
verify if the right concept is present. In this way, collecting
all the results of our user based tests, we have obtained a
first evaluation of the disambiguation effectiveness of our
semantic resource. The results are shown in Table 1.
Tagpedia provides a valid support to the process of dis-
ambiguation for 84% of the total number of tags considered.
Anyway we have identified several different ways to im-
prove its contents and, as a consequence, its semantic cover-
age and its usefulness. In the following part of this section
we will describe these proposals for future works.
Despite its good disambiguation coverage, there are dif-
ferent particular tags like ’sem web’, ’inplaceedit’, ’web dev’
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and similar ones that are not managed by Tagpedia, be-
cause they are non conventional words, often created by
a user to describe a particular concept and then accepted
and exploited by many others. One possible solution to this
problem is the introduction of collaborative Web edit-
ing techniques for Tagpedia contents. Giving users the
possibility to create new syntag sets or to merge or extend
existing ones through new tags is fundamental for such a
kind of resource. Indeed the effectiveness of Tagpedia in the
description of Web resources is proportional to the possibil-
ity to adapt and enrich this semantic resource in respect to
the variability of user descriptive needs. In this context, the
introduction of the possibility to collaboratively collect and
manage data, following a Wiki-like paradigm, represents a
key factor of current Web and is a crucial issue considering
Tagpedia.
Another aspect of Tagpedia that can be substantially im-
proved is the enrichment of its semantic contents with
the addition of semantic relations between syntag
sets; they are useful to better identify concepts or to easily
search for them. Each syntag set, representing a meaning,
may be connected to other ones through relationships like
specialization, generalization, relatedTo and similar ones.
Possible ways to mine relevan relations between syntag sets
are the analysis of the internal links between Wikipedia ar-
ticle pages as well as the exploitation of the hierarchy of
Wikipedia categories. For instance, relying upon relations,
when we specify the concept to search for or when we must
choose a specific concept to semantically characterize a re-
source, the system can show the most general or the most
specific ones to simplify this task. Similarly, during a se-
mantic search, starting from a specific syntag set, if we can
browse all the related ones, we can better specify our search
needs and thus easily retrieve the desired information.
A third way to improve and enrich Tagpedia is the def-
inition of semi-automated procedures to extend its
data, exploiting other resources and importing their
contents into Tagpedia. Other relevant free Web thesauri
or dictionaries or other language tools can be valid sources
of information. For instance the Dictionary of Automotive
Terms [1] or the Free Online Medical Dictionary [2] are two
domain specific resources that can be integrated in Tagpe-
dia. Moreover, mapping rules between Tagpedia syntag sets
and other Web semantic resources can be defined to inte-
grate different sources of information thanks to the common
gronud represented by Tagpedia itself.
Another aspect that must be further addressed in Tag-
pedia, is the support for multilinguism. In Tapgedia,
each syntag set is language independent. The tags consti-
tuting that particular syntag set are specific to the partic-
ular language. Managing the possibility to collect different
tags belonging to different languages into a syntag set, we
can deal with different languages and once identified one or
more particular concepts we can make language indipendent
semantic searches. We think that this possibility should be
better explored and defined, trying to determine specific se-
mantic search patterns.
As already mentioned in the concluding part of Section
2, the definition and tuning of automated or semi-
automated procedures to create semantic descrip-
tions is a further important issue to be faced. Users should
be allowed to semantically describe Web resources in an easy
way; they must be supported in the task of turning simple
keywords into concepts or browsing the collection of syntag
sets constituting Tagpedia without complicating their usual
interaction patterns or compromising the usability of the
systems they interact with. Moreover, automated method-
ologies to derive semantic descriptions of Web resources from
simple keyword based ones can also be tuned, so as to create
an initial solid collection of semantic metadata and boot-
strap this new way to characterize resources over the Web.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented Tagpedia, a collection of
tags semantically structured, built ad hoc to describe Web
contents.
Starting from a brief analysis of the weak points of key-
word based methodologies for information organization and
searching and considering also the current approaches to face
these issues, we have introduced the possibility to semanti-
cally describe Web resources through concepts. To make it
possible, we have developed an initial version of Tagpedia
a general domain semantic resource of reference, created by
mining Wikipedia. After a description of its structure and
organization and an overview of the Tagpedia Web API,
useful to easily access and exploit the information collected
in Tagpedia, we have focused our attention on the possi-
ble improvements to this semantic resource. Collaborative
wiki authoring, syntag set relations enrichment, automated
procedures for content extraction from external sources, sup-
port for multilinguism and automated generation of seman-
tic descriptions of Web resources are some of the many im-
provements considered that can be carried out, underlining
its broad enhancement possibilities.
On the base of all these considerations, we believe that
Tagpedia, despite its initial stage of development, represents
an important attempt to support the introduction of seman-
tics over the Web, trying to put in practice the principles of
the Semantic Web on a global scale and to better structure
and manage the huge amount of data constituting the actual
Web.
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ABSTRACT
Wiki systems have developed over the past years as light-
weight, community-editable, web-based hypertext systems.
With the emergence of Semantic Wikis, these collections of
interlinked documents have also gained a dual role as ad-
hoc RDF [8] graphs. However, their roots lie at the limited
hypertext capabilities of the World Wide Web [1]: embedded
links, without support for composite objects or transclusion.
In this paper, we present experimental evidence that hy-
perstructure changes, as opposed to content changes, form
a substantial proportion of editing effort on a large-scale
wiki. The experiment is set in the wider context of a study
of how the technologies developed during decades of hyper-
text research may be applied to improve management of
wiki document structure and, with semantic wikis, knowl-
edge structure.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.5 [Information Systems]: Information Storage and
Retrieval—Online Information Services; H.5.3 [Informat-
ion Systems]: Information Interfaces and Presentation—
Group and Organization Interfaces ; H.5.4 [Information
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1. INTRODUCTION
This experiment forms part of a broader project looking
into the potentially beneficial relationships between open hy-
permedia, the study of interconnected documents; Semantic
Web, the study of interconnectable data; and ‘wikis’, web-
based communal editing systems.
Hypermedia is a long-standing field of research into the
ways in which documents can expand beyond the limitations
of paper, generally in terms of greater cross-referencing and
composition (reuse) capability. Bush’s As We May Think [2]
introduces the hypothetical early hypertext machine, the
Copyright is held by the Authors. Copyright transfered for publishing on-
line and a conference CD ROM.
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‘memex’, and defines the “essential feature” of it as “the pro-
cess of tying two items together”. This linking between doc-
uments is the common feature of hypertext systems, upon
which other improvements are built.
As well as simple binary (two endpoint) links, hyper-
text systems have been developed with features including
n-ary links (multiple documents linked to multiple other
documents), typed links (links which indicate something
about why or how documents are related), generic links (links
whose endpoints are determined by matching criteria of the
document content, such as particular words), and composite
documents, which are formed by combining a set of other,
linked, documents. Open Hypermedia extends this with
interoperation, both with other hypermedia systems and
users, and with non-hypermedia resources. A key concept
in open hypermedia is that of the non-embedded link—links
(and anchors) which are held external to the documents they
connect. These allow links to be made to immutable docu-
ments, and to be added and removed in sets, often termed
‘linkbases’. One of the earliest projects attempting to im-
plement globally-distributed hypertext was Xanadu [9], a
distinctive feature of the design of which was transclusion:
including (sections of) a document into another by reference.
In related work, we are currently investigating the rela-
tionship between an exemplar semantic wiki, Semantic Me-
diaWiki [6], and open hypermedia systems, as defined by the
Dexter Hypertext Reference Model [5]. Our preliminary re-
sults based on a formal description of Semantic MediaWiki
in terms of the Dexter model suggest that such semantic
wikis can be treated as simple open hypermedia systems.
While details are beyond the scope of this paper, some ba-
sic parallels are evident: a wiki node is akin to a hyper-
media document, and a semantic web resource. Semantic
wikis generally treat typed inter-node links as RDF state-
ments relating the nodes, and these links are embedded and
binary in hypermedia terms. From this we can see a mean-
ingful similarity between a graph of documents connected
by typed links, and a graph of resources connected by RDF
statements. We can also see that wikis do not have features
covering more advanced hypermedia links: such as those
which are not embedded, or have more than two endpoints.
This then suggests that semantic wikis stand to gain from
techniques developed within hypermedia, but we must first
judge if there is any substantial cost to be reduced. Hence
we have performed an quantitative experiment on a large-
scale public wiki system to measure the proportion of effort
expended on hyperstructure-related activities, as opposed to
editing the document content.
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2. HYPOTHESIS
We carried out an experiment to estimate the proportion
of effort expended maintaining the infrastructure around
data, rather than the data itself, on a weak hypertext wiki
system. We define a ‘weak’ hypertext system here as one
whose feature set is limited to embedded, unidirectional, bi-
nary links, as with the World Wide Web. Our hypothesis
is that the manual editing of link structure, of a type which
richer hypertext features could automate, will show to be a
significant overhead versus changes to the text content.
This experiment also seeks to partially recreate a related,
informal experiment, discussed in an essay by Swartz [10].
3. DATASET
We chose English Wikipedia1 as the experimental dataset,
because it has both a considerably large and varied set of
documents, and a complete history of the editing processes—
performed by a wide range of Web users—between their first
and current versions2. The wiki community keep the dataset
fairly well inter-linked and categorised for cross-reference,
but they do this via the cumulative efforts of a large body
of part-time editors. As well as being statistically significant,
demonstrating possible improvement of English Wikipedia is
socially significant, as it is a widely-used and active resource.
It is important to stress the size of the English Wikipedia
dataset. Wikipedia make available ‘dumps’ of their database
in an ad-hoc XML format; because this study is interested
in the progression of page contents across revisions, it was
necessary to use the largest of these dumps, containing both
page full-text and history (unfortunately, also non-encyclo-
pædic pages, such as discussions and user pages). This
dump is provided compressed using the highly space-efficient
(although time-complex) bzip2 algorithm; even then, it is
84.6GB. The total size of the XML file is estimated to be in
the region of two terabytes.
4. PROCEDURE
Figure 1 shows the simplified data flow of the processing
of the dump performed for the experiment.
First, we trimmed down the dataset to just those pages
which are encyclopædic articles, as these are the pages of
greatest significance to the Wikipedia project’s goals, and
thus the most important to study. Otherwise, the dataset
would include a lot of ‘noise’ in the form of discussion and
user pages, which are likely to have different editing pat-
terns, and be less connected to the hyperstructure. The
most practical way to do this was to remove any page placed
in a namespace. On English Wikipedia, this also has the ef-
fect of removing other page types, such as media and image
descriptions, help pages copied from MetaWiki, front-page
portal components, and templates. As this stage also re-
quired decompressing the data, it ran over the course of
several days on a multi-processor server.
We took a random subset of the data for processing. Sam-
ples of 0.04% and 0.01% of pages (approximately: see the de-
scription of the subset tool below; actual page counts 14,215
and 3,589 respectively) were selected, yielding a compressed
dataset which would fit on a CD-ROM, and could be pro-
1http://en.wikipedia.org/
2MediaWiki, unlike many wikis, never deletes old revisions
of a page.
cessed in a reasonable timeframe. Further iterations of the
experiment may study larger subsets of the data.
We performed categorisation on the revisions, into several
edit types which would be automatically distinguished. In
particular, a simple equality comparison between a revision,
and the revision two edits previous, can detect the most
common (anti-)abuse modification: the rollback, or revert
(unfortunately, MediaWiki does not record such operations
semantically). A sequence of reverts3 is usually indicative
of an ‘edit war’, where two users continually undo each-
others changes in favour of their own. Page blanking was
also easy to detect, but identifying more complicated forms
of vandalism (e.g. misinformation, spam) was not feasible—
if reliable, automatic detection were possible, they would
not be present in the data, as Wikipedia could prevent such
changes from being applied. Identifying abuse (and abuse
management) of the simpler types is important, as otherwise
they would appear as very large changes.
In order to detect changes in the text content, templates
used, MediaWiki categories, and links from a page, it was
necessary to attempt to parse the MediaWiki markup for-
mat. Such ‘wikitext’, as it is known, is not a formally de-
fined language: there is no grammar for it, and it does not
appear likely that an unambiguous grammar actually ex-
ists. MediaWiki does not have a parser in the same way
as processing tools such as compilers and XML libraries;
instead it just has a long and complicated set of text sub-
stitution procedures which convert parts of ‘wikitext’ into
display-oriented HTML. These substitutions often interact
in a ill-defined manner, generally resulting in either more
special-case substitutions, or as being defined as a new, hy-
brid, feature, which editors then use. Because of these prob-
lems, and the lack of abstraction in MediaWiki’s ‘parser’, as
much as the programming language boundary, a ‘scraping’
parser was created which attempted to approximate partial
processing of the wikitext format and return mostly correct
results. This parser is a single-pass state machine (42 states)
with a few additional side-effects. This yields excellent per-
formance: testing showed that the time spent parsing is
dominated by the time performing decompression.
To determine if an edit included a significant (‘major’)
change to the text content, we required a difference metric
between the plaintext of the revisions. This metric was then
compared to a threshold to classify edits as being content
changes or not (in particular, the imperfect parser generates
‘noise’ from some non-content changes, as it cannot correctly
remove all the markup). The default threshold was chosen as
5%: sentences in the English language are generally around
twenty words in length, so this considers anything up to
changing one word in each sentence as non-major (minor).
MediaWiki also allows registered users to explicitly state
than an edit is minor; this flag was respected where present.
We chose an approximation of Levenshtein distance[7], as
it is a simple measure of insertions, deletions, and substitu-
tions, fitting the kind of edit operations performed on the
wiki. However, the algorithm for computing Levenshtein
itself was far too time-complex, even with aggressive opti-
misation, taking two minutes on a tiny test set of just a few
thousand revisions of a single page (before trimming away
the identical parts at either end of both strings to take ad-
vantage of edit locality, this took 45 minutes). The problem
3e.g. http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=
Anarchism&diff=next&oldid=320139
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Figure 1: Data flow of Wikipedia experiment
was that the matrix-based approach is O(n ×m), where n
and m are the string lengths, in all cases: for n and m in
the region of 16,000 characters, as found on many revisions,
merely iterating through all 256 million matrix cells was pro-
hibitively expensive.
Instead, we developed a new approach to computing such
a distance, taking advantage of the domain-specific knowl-
edge that the two strings being compared are likely very
similar save for ‘local’ edits: the difference is likely to be
a new paragraph, or a removed sentence, or some changed
punctuation. Instead of efficient search within the space of
editing operations, as Levenshtein, it is based on the idea
of “sliding windows”: a pass is made over both strings in
parallel; when characters begin to differ, a look-back ‘win-
dow’ is opened between the point at which differences began,
and continues until similarity is again found between these
windows. At this point, the position through the strings
resynchronises, the distance is increased by the offset re-
quired, and the windows are again ‘closed’. When the end
of either string is reached by the far edge of the window,
the algorithm can terminate, as any remaining characters
in the other string must be unmatched and thus add to the
distance. As a result, the algorithm scales with regard to
the shorter of the two strings, which is helpful when revi-
sions may add whole paragraphs of new text to the end. To
reduce inaccuracy in certain cases, the algorithm maintains
a ‘processed point’ cursor, to avoid double-counting of over-
lapping insertions and deletions. Pseudocode is presented as
algorithm 1, which works on a pair of string buffers, and up-
str.c in the tool source contains a C implementation. This
approach is still O(n × m) worst-case, but is O(n) (where
n is the shorter string) for identical strings, and degrades
smoothly as contiguous differences increase in size: instead
of two minutes, the tiny test set was compared in a little
over ten seconds.
Unfortunately, changes such as ‘ABCF’ to ‘ADCDBCF’
can return overestimates, as the localisation which explic-
itly prevents full lookback (and keeps computational cost
below O(n2)) causes the ‘C’ in ‘BCF’ to match with the ‘C’
in ‘DCD’: ‘ADC’ is considered a substitution of ‘ABC’ be-
fore the algorithm can realise that ‘BC’ is still intact in the
string, and ‘DCD’ is merely an insertion. As a result, the
later ‘B’ is considered an insertion, as it no longer matches
anything, and the distance is overestimated by one. Syn-
thetic tests showed this overestimation to be minor; tests
against Levenshtein on a tiny subset of Wikipedia data (a
node’s first few hundred revisions, thus under heavy editing)
show it to be larger, with errors in the tens, and a peak er-
ror of over two-hundred. The reason for such large errors is
unclear, as the resynchronisation approach should also keep
error localised, but it does not greatly affect the result for
the purpose of minor/major determination: the majority of
changes were correctly classified.
Identifying changes to links, etc. was significantly simpler,
and merely required comparing the sets of links identified
by the parser across two revisions. These categorisations
yielded simple information on which kinds of changes were
made by each revision, and removed much of the ‘bulk’ of the
dataset (the revision texts); as a result, simple scripts could
then handle the data to aggregate it into various groupings
in memory, so as to produce graph data and statistics for
analysis. Gnuplot4 was used to plot the graph data into
graphics as part of the build process for this paper.
We identified the following non-mutually-exclusive group-
ings to usefully categorise edits:
Revert Edit which simply undoes a previous edit.
Content Major (nontrivial) edit of the page content.
Minor Minor (trivial) edit of the page content.
Category Edit to the categories of a page.
List of Edit to a page which is an index to other pages.
Indexing Edit to categories or listings, possibly both.
Template Edit to the templates used by a page.
Page link Edit to an internal page link.
URL link Edit to a WWW URL link; usually external.
Links Edit to page or URL links.
Link only As ‘links’, but excluding major edits.
Hyperstructure Any hypermedia change: indexing, link-
ing, or template.
We expand upon the definition and significance of these
groups as needed in section 6.
4http://www.gnuplot.info/
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Algorithm 1 ‘Sliding window’ string distance metric
procedure String-Distance(A,B)
proc← 0 ⊲ No. of chars. of string processed
procstr ← neither ⊲ Last string aligned upon
dist← 0 ⊲ Difference accumulator
5: nearA← farA← A ⊲ Near and far pointers
nearB ← farB ← B
Let endA be the beyond-last character of buffer A,
and endB beyond B
procedure Scan(near, far)
for scan← near to before far do
10: if Chars. at scan and far same then
return scan
return false
repeat
synfarA← Scan(nearA, farA)
15: synfarB ← Scan(nearB, farB)
if synfarA ∨ synfarB then⊲ Missed alignment
if synfarA is further into A than synfarB
is into B then
farA← synfarA
else
20: farB ← synfarB
else if synfarA then
farA← synfarA
else if synfarB then
farB ← synfarB
25: if Chars. at farA and farB same then
 Aligned; calc. nears after proc. point
enA← Min(nearA,A+ proc− 1)
enB ← Min(nearB,B + proc− 1)
 Unaligned lengths
30: unA = positive dist. from enA to farA
unB = positive dist. from enB to farB
procedure Align(un, far, buffer, other)
distance← distance+ un
proc = far’s distance into buffer
35: if procstr = other then
proc← proc+ 1
procstr ← buffer
if unA > unB then
Align(unA, farA,A,B)
40: else
Align(unB, farB,B,A)
if farA = endA then ⊲ Ending
distance ← distance+ distance between
farB and endB
else if farA = endA then
45: distance ← distance+ distance between
farA and endA
else ⊲ Advanced with closed window
nearA← farA← farA+ 1
nearB ← farB ← farB + 1
proc← proc+ 1
50: else ⊲ Not aligned; widen windows
if farA 6= endA then
farA← farA+ 1
if farB 6= endB then
farB ← farB + 1
55: until farA = endA ∨ farB = endB
return dist
5. TOOLS DEVELOPED
To process the sizable dataset, we created a set of small,
robust, stream-based tools in C. Stream-based processing
was a necessity, as manipulating the entire data in memory
at once was simply infeasible; instead, the tools are intended
to be combined arbitrarily using pipes. We used standard
compression tools to de- and re-compress the data for stor-
age on disk, else the verbosity of the XML format caused
processing to be heavily I/O-bound.5 The open source Libxml26
library was used to parse and regenerate the XML via its
SAX interface. A selection of the more notable tools:
dumptitles Converts a MediaWiki XML dump (henceforth,
“MWXML”) into a plain, newline-separated, list of
page titles. Useful for diagnostics, e.g. confirming that
the random subset contains an appropriate range of
pages.
discardnonart Reads in MWXML, and outputs MWXML,
sans any pages which are in a namespace; pedanti-
cally, due to the poor semantics of MWXML, those
with colons in the title. This implements the “trim to
articles” step of figure 1.
randomsubset Reads and writes MWXML, preserving a
random subset of the input pages. In order for this to
be O(1) in memory consumption, this does not strictly
provide a given proportion of the input; instead, the
control is the probability of including a given page in
the output. As a result, asking for 50% of the input
may actually yield anywhere between none and all of
the pages: it is just far more likely that the output will
be around 50% of the input.7
categorise Reads MWXML and categorises the revisions,
outputting results to a simple XML format.
cataggr A Perl script which processes the categorisation
XML to produce final statistical results and graph data.
By this point, the data are small enough that a SAX
parser is used to build a custom in-memory document
tree, such that manipulation is easier.
The tools are available under the open source MIT license,
and can be retrieved from http://users.ecs.soton.ac.uk/
prb/phd/wikipedia/ to recreate the experiment.
6. RESULTS
Because of the known error margin of the approximation
of Levenshtein distance, we computed results from both gen-
uine and approximated distances on the 0.01% subset, so as
to discover and illustrate the effects of approximation; the
computational cost difference between the algorithms was
significant: two-and-a-half hours for genuine, eight minutes
5Specifically, GNU Zip for intermediate; bzip2, as originally
used by Wikipedia, made processing heavily CPU-bound.
6http://xmlsoft.org/
7A better algorithm, which is O(1) with regards to total
data size, but O(n) with regards to subset size, is to store a
buffer of up to n pages, and probabilistically replace them
with different pages as they are encountered. However, even
this would be prohibitively memory intensive on statistically
significant subset sizes, as each page may have thousands of
revisions, each with thousands of bytes of text, all of which
must be copied into the buffer.
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Edit type Proportion
Categories 8.71%
Lists 1.97%
Overhead 10.56%
(a) 0.01% subset
Edit type Proportion
Categories 8.75%
Lists 3.72%
Overhead 12.34%
(b) 0.04% subset
Table 1: Proportions of edits related to index man-
agement
for approximated. Results were then generated from the
more statistically significant 0.04% subset (27 hours). This
latter subset contained some pages on contentious topics,
which had seen large numbers of revisions as a result.
6.1 Index management
Table 1 shows the proportions of edits in categories per-
taining to index management. “Categories” are changes to
the categories in which a page was placed. “Lists” are any
change to any ‘List of’ page; these pages serve as manually-
maintained indices to other pages. “Overhead” are changes
which fall into either of these categories: because they are
not mutually exclusive (lists may be categorised), it is not a
sum of the other two values. Because these metrics do not
consider the change in ‘content’ magnitude of a change, they
are unaffected by the choice of string distance algorithm.
The ten percent overhead shows a strong case for the need
for stronger semantics and querying on Wikipedia; this is
one of the key goals, and expected benefits, of the Seman-
tic MediaWiki project. While virtually every ‘list of’ node
could be replaced with a query on appropriate attributes,
the gain in category efficiency is harder to measure. Any se-
mantic wiki must still be provided with categorisation meta-
data such that the type of pages can be used to answer such
queries. However, some improvement is to be expected, as
there are current Wikipedia categories which could be in-
ferred: either because they are a union of other categories
(e.g. ‘Free software’ and ‘Operating systems’ cover the ex-
isting category ‘Free software operating systems’) or because
they are implied by a more specialised category, and no
longer need to be explicitly applied to a page.
The increase in list overhead seen in the larger subset is
likely a result of having a more representative proportion of
‘List of’ pages. Otherwise, the results are largely consistent
across sample sizes.
6.2 Link management
Table 2 shows categories related to the management of
links. “Links” refers to edits which changed either page-
to-page or page-to-URL links. “Links only” refers to such
edits excluding those edits which also constituted a ‘major’
content change: they are edits concerned only with links and
other structure. “Hyperstructure” is the category of edits
which changed any of the navigational capabilities of the
wiki: either categories, ‘List of’ pages, links, or templates.
“Content” is simply the category of ‘major’ edits.
The overestimating effect of the approximate string dis-
tance algorithm can be seen as a greater proportion of edits
being considered ‘major’, with a knock-on effect on reduc-
ing the ratios of over edits over content edits. However, the
results are consistent between the 0.01% subset with the
approximated string distance, and the sample set four times
the size. As a result, it would appear that the smaller size
Category Registered Unregistered Total
List of 1,146 453 1,599
Revert 4,069 679 4,748
Category 6,121 954 7,075
URL link 5,548 2,977 8,525
Indexing 7,174 1,397 8,571
Template 7,992 1,330 9,322
Content 10,275 4,182 14,457
Minor 13,776 9,961 23,737
Link only 20,969 7,877 28,846
Page link 27,205 8,871 36,076
Links 29,671 10,606 40,277
Hyperstructure 38,358 11,701 50,059
Total 57,463 23,733 81,196
Table 3: Categorisation of edits for 0.01% subset,
Levenshtein
of the sample set has not introduced significant error in this
case, and it is reasonable to assume that a Levenshtein dis-
tance comparison of the larger dataset would yield similar
results to the 0.01% subset. Therefore, further discussion
will focus on the 0.01% subset with Levenshtein distance
results.
These figures show the significance of hyperstructure to
Wikipedia, to a surprising degree. While we expected that
link editing would prove a substantial proportion of edits
compared to content, we did not anticipate that twice as
many edits change links alone than those that change con-
tent. Most link changes were page links—those to other
pages on the wiki, or metawiki—as opposed to URL links to
arbitrary webpages (in some cases, pages on the wiki with
special arguments). 36,076 edits modified the former, but
only 8,525 the latter.
With such a proportion of editing effort being expended
on modifying links on Wikipedia, there is a clear need to im-
prove this process. Introducing richer hypermedia features
to wikis, such as generic links, should prove one possible
improvement. Generic links are links whose endpoints are
defined by matching on criteria of the document content:
a basic example being matching on a particular substring.
A generic link can specify that a page’s title should link
to that page, rather than requiring users to manually an-
notate it: some early wiki systems offered this capability,
but only for page titles which were written in the unnatural
‘CamelCase’ capitalisation. Advanced examples such as lo-
cal links, present in Microcosm [3, 4], can specify scope limits
on the matching. This would help with ambiguous terms on
Wikipedia, such as ‘Interval’, which should be linked to a
specific meaning, such as ‘Interval (music)’.
6.3 Overall editing distribution
Table 3 shows the categorisation of all edits in the 0.01%
dataset, using Levenshtein for string distance, for registered
and unregistered users. Note that the edit categories are
not mutually exclusive, thus will not sum to the total num-
ber of edits by that class of user. “Minor” is the category
of edits which did not appear to change anything substan-
tial: either the information extracted from the markup re-
mains the same, and the plaintext very similar; or a regis-
tered user annotated the edit as minor. Notably, over 5%
of edits are reverts: edits completely rolling back the pre-
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Edit type Proportion
Links 49.60%
Links only 35.53%
Hyperstructure 61.65%
Content 17.81%
Edit type Ratio over content
Links 2.79
Links only 2.00
Hyperstructure 3.46
(a) 0.01% subset, Levenshtein
Edit type Proportion
Links 49.60%
Links only 23.36%
Hyperstructure 61.65%
Content 35.60%
Edit type Ratio over content
Links 1.39
Links only 0.71
Hyperstructure 1.73
(b) 0.01% subset, Approximated
Edit type Proportion
Links 49.56%
Links only 25.24%
Hyperstructure 61.90%
Content 35.99%
Edit type Ratio over content
Links 1.38
Links only 0.70
Hyperstructure 1.72
(c) 0.04% subset, Approximated
Table 2: Proportions of edits related to link management
vious edit; this implies that a further 5% of edits are being
reverted (presumably as they are deemed unsuitable).8 A
substantial amount of effort is being expended merely keep-
ing Wikipedia ‘stationary’.
Figure 2 demonstrates the distribution of users over the
total number of edits they have made, in the vein of the
Swartz study [10]. There is a sharp falloff of number of users
as the number of edits increases (note the logarithmic scale
on both axes): by far, most users only ever make very few
edits, whether registered or not. Unsurprisingly, registered
users tend to make more edits overall, and unregistered users
are dominant at the scale of fewer than ten edits.
Figure 3 breaks the low-edit end of this distribution down
by basic categories. It is interesting to note that, other than
being in close proximity (e.g. “content”and“page link”), the
lines do not have any definitive overlaps: the breakdown of
edits is consistent regardless of the number of edits the user
has made. Users who have made 70 edits have made edits in
the same relative proportions (i.e., more “revert” than “list
of”) as those who have only made five.
Figure 4 shows how the magnitude of edits breaks down
by the number of edits of that magnitude, again in the vein
of Swartz [10]. Because this is clearly sensitive to the string
distancing algorithm, the 0.01% subset was used, with a fo-
cus on Levenshtein: the approximate distance for all users
is shown as a sparsely dotted line with a consistent over-
estimate. These results are largely unsurprising: registered
users make larger edits, and most edits are small, with the
count rapidly falling off as magnitude increases.
6.4 Limitations of detection
There are, unfortunately, several kinds of ‘overhead’ costs
which simply cannot be detected in a computationally fea-
sible manner by this approach. For example, MediaWiki
supports a feature called template ‘substitution’, which ac-
tually imports the template, with parameter substitution
performed (with some caveats), into the source text of the
including node. It is important to note that the relationship
between the including and included nodes is lost, and that
the benefits of re-use (such as storage efficiency and later cor-
rections) are not available. The information regarding the
origin of the text is also lost without manual documenta-
tion effort, including any parameters required for the more
complicated templates. Because use of this feature is not
8Actual figures may vary in either direction: this does not
detect rollbacks to versions earlier than the immediately pre-
ceding version, and ‘edit wars’ of consecutive rollbacks will
be entirely included in the first 5%, not belonging in the
latter.
semantically recorded by MediaWiki, it is largely indistin-
guishable from the addition of a paragraph of wikitext. As
a result, it is not then possible to evaluate the cost of main-
taining or documenting these substitutions once the link to
the original template has been lost.
It is also not computationally feasible to detect the pattern
of a user performing the same fix on multiple pages, which
would identify the cost of inadequate, or underused, tran-
sclusion. Transclusion is an inclusion-by-reference mecha-
nism, where a selected (fragment of a) document is included
‘live’ into another, greatly facilitating re-use.
In Wikipedia, it is often desirable to accompany a link to a
page with a short summary of that page’s topic. In particu-
lar, Wikipedia has many cases where articles include a sum-
mary of another article, along with a“main article” link. The
‘London’ page9, for example, has many sections which con-
sist primarily of summaries of more detailed pages, such as
‘Education in London’. However, without some form of tran-
sclusion or composition to share text, if the main article’s
summary changes—possibly because its subject changes—
this change must be replicated manually out to any page
which also summarises it. A transclusion mechanism would
allow a single summary of the subject to be shared by all
pages which reference it, including the main article on the
subject, if desired.
For example, the ‘Education in London’ page may be-
gin with a summary of its topic, highlighting the most no-
table institutions and successful research areas. The article
on ‘London’ may then, within its ‘Education’ section, tran-
sclude this summary from the ‘Education in London’ page.
Should the summary be updated, perhaps because a Uni-
versity gains significant notability in a new research area,
this change would be automatically reflected in the ‘Lon-
don’ page, as it is using the same text.
While MediaWiki’s templates do function as transclusion,
they are not employed for this role: common usage and de-
velopment effort focus on their use as preprocessing macros.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The experiment consisted of the non-exclusive classifica-
tion of edits made throughout the history of Wikipedia,
a large and public wiki system. Classifications included
both the areas of “text editing” (assumed to be primarily
maintaining the information content of Wikipedia: its ency-
clopædic articles), and “link editing” (maintaining the navi-
gational structure of the content). The hypothesis, that link
9http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=
London&oldid=155695080
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Figure 4: Edit distribution over magnitude of edit; 0.01% subset
editing formed a substantial proportion of total editing ef-
fort, which may potentially be automated, was supported by
the results. Twice as many edits changed links alone, not
affecting the article text. Edits which maintained manual
indexes of pages constituted approximately a tenth of total
edits.
We are continuing this work with a more detailed, small-
scale experiment, to understand better the patterns of real-
world wiki editing. It is being treated as a knowledge elic-
itation task, to gather information on the mental processes
behind wiki editing: information on the tasks editors set
themselves, and how their actions are used to achieve them.
Our long-term goal is to continue this research by means of
development and evaluation of a prototype system, informed
by these studies, which can be used to test the hypothesis
that increased hypermedia features actually result in bene-
fits such as a decrease of editing overhead.
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ABSTRACT
Information sharing can be effective with structured data.
The Semantic Web is mainly aimed at structuring infor-
mation by creating widely accepted ontologies. However,
users have different preferences and evolving requirements.
It is not practical to attempt perfect schema definitions with
strict constraints. Creating structured formats should be a
collaborative and evolutionary process. Social software mo-
tivates wide participation by providing easy interface. We
propose a system called StYLiD for sharing a wide variety of
structured information. Users freely define their own struc-
tured concepts. The system consolidates different versions
defined by different users. The attributes of the different
concept versions are aligned semi-automatically into a single
unified view. Popular concepts gradually emerge from the
concept cloud and stabilize. Concept definitions are flexible.
An attribute value can take a literal or a resource URI and
the suggestive range does not constrain the contributors.
StYLiD generates unique dereferenceable URIs so that data
items can form a linked data web. Structured data is em-
bedded in machine readable form using RDFa. Search and
browsing features are provided to utilize the structured data
and consolidated concepts.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.m [Information Systems]: Miscellaneous
General Terms
Design
Keywords
Structured data, information sharing, social semantic web,
concept consolidation, collaboration, linked data, RDFa
1. INTRODUCTION
Information sharing on the Web has become a basic need
in communities. We want to share a wide variety of informa-
tion. It would be desirable to have some system which can
facilitate the modeling and sharing of such heterogeneous
Copyright is held by the Authors. Copyright transfered for publishing on-
line and a conference CD ROM.
SWKM’2008: Workshop on Social Web and Knowledge
Management @ WWW 2008, April 22, 2008, Beijing, China.
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pieces of information. Structuring data helps handling dif-
ferent types of data systematically. There are many advan-
tages of having structured data[10, 2].
• It becomes easy to define the semantics of data and
make it machine understandable so that processing can
be automated.
• Information sharing becomes more effective when data
is structured following common conventions.
• Search and browsing becomes more effective with struc-
tured data.
• Structured information can be easily mixed. It be-
comes easy to integrate information from various sources.
• We can have interoperability between different systems
by forming standard formats. Even multiple structure
definitions for similar data may be mapped to each
other.
Thus, structured data becomes open and shared for all
rather than being closed in proprietary systems. With the
growing significance of structured data, the Web is rapidly
moving towards a Structured Web which can be a transi-
tional step towards the Semantic Web and can be fully re-
alized with current technologies[10, 2].
Efforts for the Semantic Web have been mainly being di-
rected towards creating standard formats in the form of on-
tologies. However, currently there are not many ontologies
to cover the wide variety of information we may want to
share[19, 22]. Even if ontologies do exist, it may be difficult
to search an appropriate one for our purpose. Further, un-
derstanding and using such ontologies is not an easy task for
non-technical users. Like the Web, the Semantic Web should
let anybody to share information about anything. There is
a long tail of information domains for which different in-
dividuals have information to share[8]. There are separate
well-established solutions for dealing with the head of few
popular information types. However, for the long tail, avail-
ability of software is rare and developing individual solutions
every time is infeasible. Moreover, a uniform solution would
be desirable for interoperability and integration.
Creating new ontologies and information systems is not
easy. Data modeling is a difficult task. It should be flexible
to accommodate requirements and exceptions that surface in
the future. Users may need different data and varying levels
of details depending upon the purpose. Moreover, people
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have different views and should be allowed to maintain their
preferences. It is not practical to impose a single standard
or strict constraints.
Thus, creating ontologies or common formats should be
a widely collaborative process[19]. A small team of ontol-
ogy engineers cannot take into account the wide range of
data and requirements of all users. However, to have large
scale collaboration and to motivate general users, informa-
tion sharing systems should be easy to use and understand.
Ontologies can be a by-product of the usual information
sharing activities in the community.
On the other hand, social software has proven to be suc-
cessful in drawing huge user participation and contribution.
Tagging is successful because it is very simple and anyone
can contribute easily. Systems like tagging and social book-
marking do not impose any hard constraints for sharing
data. However, these systems do not provide much seman-
tic structure to information. Though some social software
systems do provide structured data, they are closed sys-
tems with less interoperability and integration with other
systems.
Recently, the combination of social software with Seman-
tic Web technology towards a Social Semantic Web has been
gaining significant attention[6, 1]. However, we need more
tolerant mechanisms and ways to round up inconsistencies
and inaccuracies that result from the informal approach of
the social web[17]. We will still have a non-standard web
with multiple formats. In the web, heterogeneous or overlap-
ping conceptualizations are bound to appear[1]. However,
the problem of mapping representations is not difficult, as
long as the information is structured[10]. The initial step
for the Semantic Web is to generate lots of data and we
should facilitate easy contribution and provide incentives.
Rationalization of data can be done later[8].
We propose a system called StYLiD (an acronym for Struc-
ture Your own Linked Data) which gives users the freedom
to define the structure of their own data. It is easier to de-
fine one’s own quick data model than to search for suitable
ontology or schema and understand it. We propose to let
the users input information freely without imposing any con-
straints, just like tagging. Computations can be done later
to consolidate similar concepts, deal with inconsistencies and
align multiple definitions. Concepts can gradually converge
to stability by usage in the same way as folksonomies. The
quality and stability of data is maintained when many eye-
balls are watching and people can vote contents. This has
been demonstrated well by social sites like Wikipedia1 and
Digg2. Furthermore, StYLiD is an open system that can link
to external data and allows others to link in for building a
linked data web[3].
We discuss some use case scenarios in Section 2. We de-
scribe the StYLiD platform in detail in Section 3. Section 4
gives some details about implementation. We discuss some
related works in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section
6 and state some ongoing and future work.
2. USE CASE SCENARIO
Fig. 1 is a use case diagram which briefly shows what the
user would be able to do with the system. Some details are
given below.
1http://www.wikipedia.org/
2http://digg.com/
Figure 1: Use case diagram
2.1 Defining Own Structured Concepts
Suppose a user wants to share some structured informa-
tion. However, he cannot find a suitable schema or any
system for handling such data. He may freely register an
account on StYLiD and define his own structured concept
on the fly. He simply enters the concept name and a list
of attributes. If a similar concept already exists in the sys-
tem, he may choose to use the concept directly and enter
instances or modify the existing concept to create his own
version. He may modify his own concepts later and add
more attributes whenever needed.
2.2 Flexible and Relaxed Data Entry
The user may easily start sharing data using his own struc-
ture definition. Any other registered user can also use his
concept and contribute instance data. While entering data
the system helps the user by suggesting range of values for
the attributes. The user may easily pick instances from this
range. However, any suitable value may be entered even
though it is not in the suggested range. The user may eas-
ily type in literal values for attributes. If the user knows a
resource URI for the value, it may be entered to link to that
resource. The corresponding resource may also be entered
later and the original entry edited to specify the URI link.
2.3 Browsing and Querying Structured Data
All the user defined concepts are visualized as a concept
cloud where popular concepts are seen bigger. The user
can browse different types of data with the concept cloud.
When the user hovers over any concept, the attributes and
description of the concept are shown so that the concept and
its structure can be instantly understood (see Fig.5). This
is useful to see how well defined the concept is and whether
it is appropriate for him. He may wish to view only the
concepts defined by him or any particular user as a concept
cloud. He also maintains a personal concept collection of
useful concepts, also viewed as a concept cloud. Instances
of a concept can be viewed in a record view or a table view.
The user may switch between these views. The user can
navigate through linked data entries. The data entries may
also link to external resources. The user may search data
instances using a simple web-based interface by specifying
the concept name and a set of attribute name, value pairs
as criteria. Advanced users may directly query the system
using a SPARQL query interface.
2.4 Consolidating and Aligning Concepts
Different versions of a concept defined by different users
are consolidated by the system and shown as a single vir-
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tual concept. The different versions are grouped together
in the concept cloud. The individual concepts in a group
can be identified by visible labels for the creator name and
version number. By clicking on a consolidated concept, the
user would be able to see all the instances of all versions.
He may want to see all the instances of a concept regardless
of the creator or version. He may also want to see all the
instances of a concept defined by a particular user regard-
less of the version. He may want to see only the instances
of a particular version defined by a particular user. The
consolidated concept cloud offers the desired granularity.
When the concept is a single distinct concept, the table
view is straightforward, each attribute displayed as a col-
umn. However, when it is a consolidated concept, the cor-
responding attributes of the individual constituent concepts
have to be aligned first. The system automatically suggests
alignments in a form-based interface. The user may update
this and add mappings not suggested by the system. Then
all the data can be viewed in a unified uniform table view.
The user may also rename the attributes of the integrated
view and hide unwanted columns if needed to get a cus-
tomized view.
2.5 Utilizing Machine Readable Embedded Data
The system embeds machine understandable RDFa3 data
in the HTML posts. An RDFa aware browser would be able
detect such contents and offer suitable operations for the
user. Many RDFa tools and plug-ins are becoming available4
and we may expect more powerful tools to be available in
the future. The use of RDFa has also been demonstrated by
recent works on semantic clipboard[15] which would allow
users to copy structured data into useful desktop applica-
tions. The user may copy and paste the embedded struc-
tured data elsewhere on the Web or distribute using social
media.
3. THE STYLID PLATFORM
The StYLiD platform realizes the use cases described above.
It enables the users to define their own concepts on the
fly and share structured data. The main contributions of
the system are as follows. Details are provided in the sub-
sections to follow.
• Sharing structured data with user-defined con-
cepts. Users may define their own concepts with at-
tributes, freely and easily, and share structured data
using them. Different users are allowed to have dif-
ferent versions of the same concept. Users can share,
reuse and refine such concept definitions.
• Consolidation of user-defined concepts. Multiple
versions of concepts defined by different users are con-
solidated and corresponding attributes are aligned to
produce a unified consolidated view. Popular concepts
emerge out from the cloud of concepts.
• Flexible definitions and relaxed data entry. Users
are allowed to input information freely, according to
their needs and preferences, instead of attempting per-
fect schema definitions and imposing strict constraints.
3http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml-rdfa-primer/
4http://rdfa.info/2007/02/12/call-for-proposals-rdfa-utils-
services/
• Open system for creating linked data. The sys-
tem allows open access to its data using open stan-
dards. It can link both internal and external data to
support a linked data web.
StYLiD is still a prototype and development is going on.
A demo installation is available online5. Currently we are
populating some sample data in the academic domain with
different versions of concepts like faculty, courses, seminars,
etc. Heterogeneity is common in such data because academic
institutes have different systems and formats. Most of the
data is being populated with the help of scrapers created
using the free online service, Dapper6. We intend to continue
using StYLiD in this domain with real users. However, the
system can be installed and used for any other domain or
general purpose.
3.1 Sharing Structured Data with User-Defined
Concepts
The main interface of StYLiD is shown in Fig.2. The
users of the system may freely define their own concepts
by specifying the concept name, some description (optional)
and a set of attributes. Each attribute is defined by the
attribute name, description (optional) and a set of concepts
as the suggested value range (optional) as shown in Fig.3.
Any user may enter instance data for the concepts using the
interface shown in Fig.4. An attribute of a concept can take
a single value or multiple-values. Each of the values may be
a literal or a resource (identified by its URI). If the value
is a resource URI, a human readable label may be entered
along with the URI.
Figure 2: StYLiD interface
The system allows different users to define their own con-
cepts having the same name. Moreover, users do not need
to define concepts from scratch. The user can modify an
existing concept to make own version. However, users are
not allowed to tamper with others’ concept definitions. The
system makes a copy of the concept and allows the user to
make modifications on it. It keeps record of the source from
which the modified concept was derived using the dc:source
property. Users can update their own concept definitions
keeping the existing instances consistent. Attributes can be
5http://dutar.ex.nii.ac.jp/stylid/
6http://www.dapper.net/
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Figure 3: Interface to create a new concept
added. However, if we need to rename or delete attributes of
the concept a new version of the concept should be defined
to keep the existing data intact. Thus, the same user can
also have different versions of his/her concept with the same
name.
Structured Data Formats. The system embeds ma-
chine readable structured data in HTML using RDFa for-
mat. It also outputs the data in RDF format separately.
Thus, the system produces formal machine understandable
contents though the user interface is quite simple and infor-
mal like a tagging system.
A Personal Structured Data Space. The system of-
fers every user a personal structured data space. It pro-
vides a Concept Collection for each user, as seen in Fig.5.
Concepts created or adapted by the user are automatically
added to this collection. Besides these, users can also add
any other useful concepts to their collection. The users need
not be overwhelmed by the huge cloud of concepts defined
by the large number of users. Moreover, the concept collec-
tion is also helpful to mark the concepts that the user has
been using out of numerous concepts and different versions.
The concepts actually created by the user are also shown in
a separate tab.
3.2 Flexible Definitions and Relaxed Entry
Creating perfect concept definitions with strict constraints
is not easy and practical. It is difficult to think of all at-
tributes and all possible value ranges at the time of concept
definition. It may also be difficult to say whether an at-
tribute value would be a literal or a resource and whether
the attribute would have a single value or multiple values.
While defining a concept A, if an attribute must take a re-
source of type concept B, we must first ensure that concept
B has already been defined. If concept B has an attribute
which takes resource values of type concept C, then concept
C must be defined first, and so on.
Similarly, at the time of instance data entry, it may be
difficult for the user to enter perfect data as mandated by
Figure 4: Interface to enter instance data
a schema. All attribute values may not be known. Proper
resource URIs for attribute values may not exist or the user
may not be able to find it at the time. Moreover, exceptions
may always exist no matter how well the schema has been
designed and unpredicted new data instances may appear.
The system tries to avoid these difficulties in data mod-
eling and data entry by allowing flexible and relaxed defini-
tions. The concept definition may be incrementally updated
later and new attributes may be added. New versions of the
concept may be defined by different users or even the same
user. The range of values defined for attributes, as seen
in Fig.3 and 4, is only suggestive and do not impose strict
constraints. Rather the system assists the user to fill data
using the suggested range. The suggestive range may be up-
dated later by including more concepts or narrowing down
to refine the range. The system accepts literal values though
resource values may be desirable for an attribute. Instances
may be updated later to change a literal into a resource value
by adding the URI. The users may input single or multiple
values for any attribute as appropriate. With such relaxed
data entry interface, of course, we may get some imperfect,
incomplete or heterogeneous data. However, users generally
enter appropriate or sensible data for their purpose. This
has been evidenced by systems like tagging and wiki which
accumulate large volume of good data in spite of having
completely relaxed interface.
3.3 Consolidation of User Defined Concepts
Concepts defined by different users with the same name
are grouped together by the system. This forms a single
virtual concept which consolidates all the grouped concepts.
This consolidated concept can be used to retrieve all the
instances though different users have different definitions for
the concept name.
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If C1, C2, ...Cn are the concepts defined by users 1, 2,...
n with concept name “C”, the consolidated concept is given
by C = C1 ∪ C2 ∪ ... ∪ Cn
Further, different versions of the same concept defined by
a single user are also grouped together. Thus, we can obtain
all the instances of a concept defined by a user irrespective
of the version.
If Ci1, Ci2, ...Cim are the versions 1, 2,... m of concept
“C” defined by the user i, then the consolidated concept for
the user is given by Ci = Ci1 ∪ Ci2 ∪ ... ∪ Cim
3.3.1 Consolidated Concept Cloud
All the concepts contributed by different users are visu-
alized together as a Concept Cloud, similar to a tag cloud.
Better concept definitions will satisfy more users and will
have more instances. Popularity of concepts is visually high-
lighted by increasing size. Popular concepts will receive
more attention and motivate more use in turn. Thus, stable
definitions will gradually emerge out from the vast cloud of
concepts as more instance data are contributed. Clicking on
any concept shows all instances of the concept.
Figure 5: Concept cloud
A consolidated concept formed by grouping different ver-
sions can be expanded into a sub-cloud. The sub-cloud shows
all the versions of the concept defined by different users, la-
beled with the user name. Further, in the sub-cloud, if mul-
tiple versions are defined by the same user, they are sub-
grouped together. In the Fig.5, the “Faculty” concept has
been expanded to show two versions by the user “god” and
one version by “aman”. The sizes of all the different versions
in the sub-cloud add up to form the size of the consolidated
concept. Clicking on the consolidated concept shows all in-
stances of all the versions of the concept. Similarly, we can
also see all instances of the multiple versions of a concept
defined by a single user by clicking on the user name.
3.3.2 Semi-Automatic Concept Alignment and Unifi-
cation
Different concepts in a consolidated group are aligned to
produce a uniform and integrated view. When the instances
of a consolidated group of concepts are viewed as a table,
as shown in Fig.7, the system automatically suggests align-
ments between the attributes of the concepts, as shown in
Fig.6. Matching attributes are automatically selected in
the form-based interface. Currently, the mapping is sim-
ply based on the Levenshtein edit distance7 between the
attribute labels. So slight variations on spelling and mor-
phology are easily handled.
It is not possible to make the alignment fully automatic
and accurate. Moreover, alignments may vary for different
users and for different purposes. So it is desirable to have the
user in loop though the system greatly simplifies the work
by providing automatic suggestions. The user can complete
the process by adding matching attributes that the system
could not detect or modify the suggested mappings. Thus,
we propose to use both machine intelligence and human in-
telligence for the alignment process.
A Unified View. Each set of aligned attributes can be
considered as a single consolidated attribute for the consol-
idated concept. The system automatically fills a name for
each consolidated attribute, as shown in Fig.6, though the
user may rename it as desired. The user may even remove
attributes from the unified view, if not required. Thus, the
user can create a unified view of the consolidated concepts,
customized according to his need, and view heterogeneous
instance data in a uniform table.
Figure 6: Aligning the attributes of multiple con-
cepts
Figure 7: Table view
3.4 Open System for Creating Linked Data
The system helps in creating a linked web of data with
the use of URIs. It generates unique dereferenceable URIs
for each concept, attribute and instance. Each concept is
uniquely identified by the concept name, its creator and the
7http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Levenshtein distance
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version number (if the same user has defined different ver-
sions of the concept).
An example URI for a concept “Car”, version 2, defined
by the user with ID 1 would be like
http://www.stylid.org/stylid/concept detail.php?
concept name=Car ver2 1#car
Similarly, consolidated virtual concepts are also assigned
URIs so that they can be uniquely referenced. An attribute
is uniquely identified by the concept and the attribute name.
For example the URI for the price attribute of the car
concept would be
http://www.stylid.org/stylid/concept detail.php?
concept name=Car ver2 1#price
An instance is uniquely identified by the system gener-
ated ID for the instance. The URI of an instance is different
from the URL of the post showing it. A concept URI deref-
erences to a page describing the details. An instance URI
dereferences to the post showing its details. The details page
contains both human readable and machine readable data.
Data instances can be linked to each other by entering re-
source URIs as attribute values(see Fig.4). The linked data
is manifested as simple hyperlinked entries for the user (see
Fig.2). However, the linking of URIs helps in the creation
of a linked data web, not just hyperlinked pages. The sys-
tem can link to URIs from any system on the Web. On the
other hand, it allows others to link in to its data by providing
unique dereferenceable URIs.
StYLiD is an open system that does not lock data into
itself. Besides allowing others to link in, the system fa-
cilitates the reuse of structured data. Structured informa-
tion snippets in embedded formats like RDFa may be posted
elsewhere or distributed via social media. The system pro-
vides an advanced search interface, as shown in Fig.8, which
can be used to retrieve instances of a concept specifying at-
tribute, value pairs as criteria. The system also provides a
SPARQL query interface for open external access.
Figure 8: Advanced search interface
4. IMPLEMENTATION
Fig.9 shows the system architecture of StYLiD. It is built
upon a social software platform for harnessing user contri-
butions. The social software provides all the basic features
such as content management, assessing popularity of con-
tents, user management, social networking and communi-
cation among users. The concept management component
enables the users to define their own structured concepts.
The component handles the different versions of concepts
defined by different users. The structured data manage-
ment component gathers the instance data contributions
from users. The concept management component also han-
dles URI management by assigning each of the concepts and
instances a unique dereferenceable URI. The system links
structured data items using the URIs. The concept consol-
idation component consolidates multiple versions of a con-
cept defined by several users. It maps the different versions
by aligning attributes and provides a unified interface for
the consolidated concept. The structured data embedding
component embeds structured data in HTML output using
RDFa. RDFa is W3C supported and a comparison with
other embedded formats8 indicates that it is a reasonable
choice. The system produces snippets with embedded struc-
tured data which can be posted elsewhere. All the concepts
and structured data contributed by users are stored in the
collaborative data store coupled with the social software.
The structured concepts and data are stored as RDF triples
in a MySQL database. The system provides some services to
exploit the structured data like structured browsing, search
and query and allows RDFa driven features discussed in the
use case scenario (Section 2.5).
Figure 9: System architecture
StYLiD was built upon Pligg9, a popular Web 2.0 con-
tent management system. This open source social software
has a long list of useful features and strong community sup-
port and, furthermore, provides extensibility. It uses PHP
and MySQL. We used the RDF API for PHP (RAP) as a
Semantic Web framework to manage structured data.
5. RELATED WORK
There have been several recent works on collaborative cre-
ation and sharing of structured data on the web. Freebase10
is one of the most prominent works. Similar to Google
Base11, it allows users to freely define their own structured
types and input instance data. However, Freebase keeps the
structured types defined by different users separate. It does
not consolidate or relate similar concepts. Even concepts
having the same name are not shown in a combined way.
User defined types and domains are kept within the user’s
personal space and not easily promoted to the standard
types and domain collection. So it is difficult to leverage the
structured concepts defined by the large number of users.
Moreover, it is difficult for casual users to create their own
8http://bnode.org/blog/2007/02/12/comparison-of-
microformats-erdf-and-rdfa
9http://www.pligg.com/
10http://www.freebase.com/
11http://base.google.com/
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types in Freebase because of the strict constraint require-
ments. All the attributes must have strict types and the
range should be within the types already defined in the sys-
tem. The attribute and range definitions cannot be altered
later if some instances of the concept already exist. Further,
it may also be difficult to enter instance data in Freebase be-
cause of strict schema constraints. If an attribute takes as
value a resource of some type, the resource must be entered
first. Although Freebase has made a lot of instance data
available by scraping data from vast sources like Wikipedia
and MusicBrainz, a non-existing instance must be modeled
and entered by the user. Freebase interlinks instance data
to each other as attribute values. However, it cannot link
to external resources at the data level and it is difficult for
other systems to link to Freebase data resources.
The myOntology[19] project proposes to use the infras-
tructure and culture of Wikis to enable collaborative and
community-driven ontology building. It intends to enable
general users with little expertise in ontology engineering
to contribute. It is mainly targeted at building horizontal
lightweight ontologies by tapping the wisdom of the commu-
nity. However, myOntology is not aimed at collaboratively
creating structured concepts and sharing structured data in
the community based on that. Freebase and myOntology
are both based on Wiki technology. Semantic Wikis, like
Semantic MediaWiki[12], IkeWiki[16] and many others12,
further enhance Wikis to make the collaborative knowledge
contributed by users more explicit and formal. The rela-
tions between resource pages are encoded by semantically
annotating navigational links using simple syntax. However,
semantic Wikis usually deal with instance data resources
but do not consider forming generic schemas for structuring
data. Wikis are excellent platforms for creating shared re-
sources collaboratively. However, each concept or resource
can only have a single prominent version which everyone is
assumed to settle with. In practice, people may have differ-
ent perceptions about the same concept. Further, users have
different information sharing requirements and may need to
model the same concept in different ways. StYLiD offers
the flexibility and allows users to maintain their own prefer-
ences. Takeda et al.[21] had modeled heterogeneous system
of ontologies by introducing aspects. A combination aspect
integrates various aspects and a category aspect is a collec-
tion of aspects about the same thing but with different con-
ceptualizations. They proposed muti-agent communication
by translating messages across different aspects.
There had been various works on semantic blogging[4, 13,
11, 18] which exploit the easy publication paradigm of blogs
and enhance blog items with semantic structure. Structured
blogging13 also embeds machine readable information in blog
entries. Structured tagging techniques, like the Flickr ma-
chine tags14, geo-tagging, triple-tags15 or dc-tagging16 try to
inject structured information in existing social tagging plat-
forms. However, all these systems deal with very limited
types of metadata and the schemas do not evolve.
12http://ontoworld.org/wiki/Semantic Wiki State Of The Art
13http://structuredblogging.org/
14http://www.flickr.com/groups/api
/discuss/72157594497877875/
15http://geobloggers.com/archives/2006/01/11/advanced-
tagging-and-tripletags/
16http://efoundations.typepad.com/efoundations/
2006/10/dctagged.html
Works have been done on deriving ontologies from folk-
sonomies[22, 20]. The basic ideas include grouping sim-
ilar tags, forming emergent concepts from them, making
the semantics more explicit, utilizing external knowledge re-
sources and finding semantic relations. Similar techniques
can also be applied on the community-grown concept cloud
in StYLiD to have emergent ontologies. Folksonomies serve
collaborative organization of objects. Works like MoaT (Mean-
ing of a Tag)17 try to make the semantics of tags explicit.
However, the data objects are still left unstructured. With
StYLiD users collaboratively contribute the structure too.
Revyu[7] is a reviewing and rating site where people can
review and rate anything. The system generates dereference-
able URIs for things, reviews, people and tags. Data items
can easily be linked with other items using URIs. Revyu
produces RDF output and provides a SPARQL endpoint for
query. It also exposes reviews using hReview microformat
embedded in XHTML. However, most concepts are modeled
simply as things. The detailed structure of the information
is not modeled and different things are not differentiated.
Exhibit[8] is a lightweight framework which attempts to
empower the ordinary users to publish structured informa-
tion on the Web for effective browsing, visualization and
mash-ups. However, authoring such pages would be cum-
bersome to the users. Potluck[9] is a data mash-up tool
for casual users which can align, mix and clean structured
data from Exhibit-powered pages. Fields can be merged by
simple drag-and-drop, so that different data sources can be
uniformly sorted, filtered and visualized. Merged fields are
implemented as query unions. We also use a similar tech-
nique. Currently, Potluck can only handle Exhibit-powered
pages and not dynamic pages and other semantic formats.
The schema alignment is manual. We propose to have some
automation in schema alignment instead of leaving the entire
work to the users. There is a large body of research about
schema matching[14] and ontology alignment[5] which can
benefit us.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed StYLiD as a single platform for sharing a
wide variety of structured data. Users can freely define their
own concepts. Relaxing constraints would encourage more
user contribution to better meet their requirements. The
task of consolidating, aligning and unifying user defined con-
cepts can be handled by the system without bothering the
users much. Although several definitions of a concept may
exist, the system can provide a single consolidated view so
that even heterogeneous structured data can be handled uni-
formly. It also facilitates the emergence of popular and sta-
ble generalized definitions. Keeping the system open and
adopting URI conventions support the creation of a linked
data web. Thus, even with the informal base of social soft-
ware we may produce formal machine understandable struc-
tured data which can be shared, interlinked and integrated.
In the future, sophisticated schema mapping techniques[14,
5] may be incorporated to better align concept attributes
automatically. On the other hand, we are working on main-
taining the alignments completed by users collaboratively to
utilize human intelligence too rather than relying on sophis-
ticated computations every time. We may also allow users
to save aligned unified views customized for their purpose
17http://www.moat-project.org/
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in their own private space. Better query interfaces could be
developed to query and sort instances of consolidated con-
cepts using the combined attributes of such unified views.
We may compute relations between concepts based on their
structure definitions and instance data. Ideas from works on
deriving ontologies from folksonomies[22, 20] may be used.
Similar concepts with different names can be clustered to-
gether. Synonymous or morphological variants of concept
names may be consolidated. On the other hand, ambiguous
concept names may be sub-grouped by intended meaning.
We can organize concepts into hierarchical domains. Scrap-
ers may be associated to concepts for gathering abundant
data from current web pages. Visual scraper creation tools
may be provided so that users can easily create and share
the scrapers too. We can facilitate users to contribute plug-
ins for handling different types of structured data embedded
in the pages. Other useful features, like mash-ups may be
introduced to benefit from the structured data. The struc-
tured data in StYLiD may also be exposed through an API
or extended RSS.
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ABSTRACT
Web 2.0 marks a new philosophy where user is the main ac-
tor and content producer: users write blogs and comments,
they tag, link, and upload photos, pictures, videos, and pod-
casts. As a step further, Mobile 2.0 adapts Web 2.0 technol-
ogy to mobile users. We intend to study how Web 2.0 and
Mobile 2.0 together can be applied to the cultural heritage
sector. A number of cultural institutions and museums are
introducing in their projects some Web 2.0 applications, but
the main knowledge source remains a small group of a few
experts. Our approach is different: we plan to let all the
users, the crowd, to be the main contents provider. We aim
to the crowdsourcing, the long tail power, as we call fuel
of cultural heritage system. In this paper, we describe the
m-Dvara 2.0 project, whose aim is a system that lets users
to create, share, and use cultural contents including mobile
context-aware features.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.4 [Computer Applications]: Social and Behavioral Sci-
ence; J.5 [Computer Applications]: Art and Humanities;
K.3.1 [Computing Milieux]: Computer and Education
—Computer Uses in Education; K.4.3 [Computing Mi-
lieux]: Computer and Society - Organizational Impacts —
Computer-supported collaborative work
Keywords
Culture, collaboration, cultural heritage, Mobile 2.0, mu-
seum, social, user-centered, Web 2.0, wisdom of crowd
1. INTRODUCTION
With Web 2.0 and social software we represent all web-
based services with “an architecture of participation”, that
is, one in which users interact and generate, share, and take
care of the content (http://museumtwo.blogspot.com). Mo-
bile 2.0 is the evolution of mobile technology to let us “cap-
turing the content at the point of inspiration” (http://
blog.comtaste.com/2007/06/what_is_social_in_mobile_
web_2.html), that is, in the exact moment in which the in-
spiration and the opportunity exist to do it. Nowadays,
Copyright is held by the Authors. Copyright transfered for publishing on-
line and a conference CD ROM.
SWKM’2008: Workshop on Social Web and Knowledge
Management @ WWW 2008, April 22, 2008, Beijing, China.
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Cultural Heritage Organizations (museums, archaeological
sites, historical towns, even libraries, etc.) are trying to un-
derstand the evolution of the Web, but they tend to stick to
their traditional role, of being the sole owners of knowledge
about their collections [4].
Our approach is complementary: we want to understand
if a fully Web 2.0/Mobile 2.0 approach is viable for the cul-
tural heritage sector. Indeed, in this research area, old and
new conferences, e.g., Museum and the Web (http://www.
archimuse.com/conferences/mw.html), International Cul-
tural Heritage Informatics Meeting (http://www.archimuse.
com/index.html), concentrate on the possible application of
Web 2.0 concept and technology to museums, libraries, and
other cultural heritage institutions. Web 2.0 offers a lot of
useful tools:
• Wikies are websites that allow users to create, edit,
and link web pages easily, e.g., Wikipedia (http://
en.wikipedia.org/).
• Blogs are websites where entries of different types of
content are commonly displayed in reverse chronolo-
gical order, e.g., Blogger (http://www.blogger.com/
home) and MoBlog:UK for mobile devices (http://
moblog.co.uk/index.php).
• Tagging (Folksonomy) and social bookmarking let users
to attach keywords to a digital object to describe it.
Examples include del.icio.us (http://del.icio.us/),
which launched the “social bookmarking” phenomenon
or Mobilicio.us (http://mobilicio.us/), which is a
“mashup”of Google Mobile (http://www.google.com/
mobile/) with del.icio.us or Ma.gnolia (http://ma.
gnolia.com/) as online bookmarking services.
• Multimedia sharing are services that allow storage and
sharing of multimedia content, e.g., YouTube for video
(http://youtube.com/), Odeo for podcast (http://
odeo.com), Flickr for photo (http://www.flickr.com/),
Twitter (http://twitter.com/), and Jaiku (http://
jaiku.com/) for mobile.
By reusing and remixing these tools, static content au-
thorities could evolve to dynamic platforms for content ge-
neration and sharing.
In this paper, we propose a set of combined Web-based
services available on a unique platform, m-Dvara 2.0, that
allows users to create, share, and use cultural contents. As
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Web 2.0 applications gain success and become more inte-
resting and rich with more and more users, m-Dvara 2.0
provides content on the basis of users participation and col-
laboration, in the very same spirit of wikipedia. The ambi-
tion of this project is to have a content repository populated
by user-generated textual and multimedia content, in a new
approach to improve user cultural experience through col-
laborating environments.
In the following sections, we first analyze several cultural
heritage organizations that use Web 2.0 and Mobile 2.0 ser-
vices; then, we introduce purposes and main functionalities
of the ongoing m-Dvara 2.0 project, which is in the analysis
stage of its development.
2. RELATEDWORKS
Most museums, cultural sites, libraries, and other educa-
tional and cultural websites are not involved in Web 2.0 evo-
lution. They are the sole provider of contents, whereas users
are only consumers; for instance, Louvre Museum (http:
//www.louvre.fr), one of the first museums with a website,
offers no real Web 2.0 services [2].
However, some cultural heritage organizations and some
educational istitutions have introduced Web 2.0 services in
their sites. In this section we provide a short summary of
these projects.
• A group of US art museums are taking a folksonomic
approach to their online collections: Steve (http://
www.steve.museum/) is a collaborative research project
exploring the potential for user-generated descriptions
of the subjects of works of art to improve access to
museum collections and encourage engagement with
cultural content.
• Trant [5] has compared the Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York (http://metmuseum.org) terms as-
signed by trained cataloguers and untrained cataloguers
to existing museum documentation, thus exploring the
potential of social tagging: preliminary results show
the potential of social tagging and folksonomies for
opening museum collections to new, more personal mean-
ings. Untrained cataloguers identified content elements
not described in formal museum documentation. Tags
assigned by users might help to bridge the semantic
gap between the professional language of the curator
and the popular language of the museum visitor [5].
• Public Library of Charlotte and Mecklenburg County
(http://plcmc.org/) in Charlotte, North Carolina,
has a teen outreach program that includes a presence
in SecondLife (http://secondlife.com) with Teen Sec-
ond Life (http://plcmc.org/Teens/secondLife.asp).
• Tate web site offers the youngtate section (http://
www.tate.org.uk/youngtate/) to young people to cre-
ate new learning communities, opportunities for input,
and activity based on personal choice, and innovative
forms of interaction with art and artists [8].
• Brooklyn Museum site (http://www.brooklynmuseum.
org/community/) has a Community section with blogs,
podcasts, forums, and a Flickr-based photos sharing
service [2].
• Brooklyn College Library (http://www.myspace.com/
brooklyncollegelibrary) uses MySpace to allow par-
ticipants to post personal profiles containing their fa-
vourite books, movies, photos, and videos.
• Many projects have been developed to study how to in-
tegrate mobile devices in museum visits; [6] discusses
some projects of museum covisiting with mobile de-
vice.
From these few examples is evident that Web 2.0 technolo-
gies are transforming the methods of both production of
and access to cultural and educational contents, and also
that the heritage sectors evolve towards user generated con-
tent. However, all these “Museum 2.0” examples also share
the common approach of merely giving to the users the tools
to record what the exposition had been for them, whereas
a few expert members still are the main content providers.
This is different from a full 2.0 approach, in which the users
are given the real opportunity of creating contents in a way
that makes themselves essential.
3. M-DVARA 2.0
Our approach is to let users to be not only visitors of
an exposition: we want them to be the main content cre-
ators through a framework of collaboration and participa-
tion based on Web 2.0 and Mobile 2.0 technologies.
3.1 Purpose
We think users can be reliable and effective content pro-
viders, and that the wisdom of crowds is a very important
source of knowledge. Can the crowd actively participate
to the cultural heritage life? Can the crowd become the
undisputed contents owner? We believe it is possible or
at least worthwhile to try. Web 2.0 and Mobile 2.0 ap-
propriate tools already exist and they are widespread. We
propose a unique platform that uses all Web 2.0 and Mo-
bile 2.0 technologies for our purposes: m-Dvara 2.0. m-
Dvara 2.0 is an ongoing project; it is an evolution of E-
Dvara, a platform storing cultural and scientific contents
(http://edvara.uniud.it/india). The “m” and “2.0” in
m-Dvara 2.0 highlight the mobile and social nature of our
project. More in detail, m-Dvara 2.0 encompasses:
• a reuse of Web 2.0 technologies,
• a reuse of Mobile 2.0 technologies,
• a mix of web and mobile services,
• minimum implementation, through reuse and aggrega-
tion of Web 2.0 and Mobile 2.0 services already avai-
lable online.
m-Dvara 2.0 is just an empty box with many services,
whose content must be added by users, being they experts
or novices. In m-Dvara 2.0 there is no central authority who
publishes, owns, and controls all content.
We aim to mashup several Web 2.0 existing services (i.e.,
YouTube, Flickr, Blogger, etc.), in order to avoid unneces-
sary user efforts to interact with our system platform, and
to work in an easy and comfortable way. In this way, we
will provide an all-in-one familiar set of services for users.
To fulfill real users requirements and expectations we will
make several surveys. We plan to evaluate through several
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user testings how each single service improves user experi-
ence and if it is useful. We also plan to analyse the user
behavior while using the whole integrated system. Finally
we are going to observe if social and Web 2.0 tools are appro-
priate for diffusion and perusal of cultural heritage, through
evaluation of content growth and user participation level:
we will observe the crowd behavior.
According to Web 2.0 concepts of remixability and aggre-
gation, the development and adoption of standard software
solutions enable websites to interact with each other by using
SOAP, Javascript and any other web technology. This ap-
proach allows to interconnect websites in a more fluid user-
friendly way, not only for programmers but for users as well.
m-Dvara 2.0 will be based on these methodologies, examples
are:
• OpenApi and OpenSocial Api (http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Open_API, http://code.google.com/apis/
opensocial/);
• OpenID (http://openid.net/);
• DataPortability philosophy (http://dataportability.
org/);
For mobile context-aware feature, we will implement a mo-
bile service aggregator by exploiting MoBe, a framework for
developing context-aware mobile applications [10]. Collabo-
ration and participation features involve evaluation mecha-
nisms and for this reason we propose the adoption of social
evaluation. Following [7], in our system all contents can be
judged by users (e.g., according to accuracy, comprehensibil-
ity, etc.). In addition, every content provider has a dynamic
reliability score that depends on the scores of contents she
produced. In this way, the crowd is the reviewer of its own
contents.
3.2 Use Cases
System functionalities can be classified according to:
• technology being used (a user can use a mobile device,
desktop, notebook, etc.),
• user location (a user can be on-site or off-site).
To introduce m-Dvara 2.0 functionalities description, we
present some examples of typical use cases.
Use case 1 On-site users with a mobile device, e.g.,
tourists visiting a museum, an artwork exhibition, an ar-
chaeological excavation, etc.
• Update in real-time: the tourist can upload in real-
time on m-Dvara 2.0 photo, video, audio, text about an
artwork. Twitter, Jaiku technology, and/or YouTube
Mobile (http://youtube.com/mobile) can be used to
upload video.
• Social tour : the system can helps tourists by suggest-
ing a tour. The tourist can request to the system an
ideal tour according to her preferences, and/or tourist
can select on her mobile device a tour criterion. There
are three main kinds of tours: custom, dynamic and
contextual tour. For custom tour we mean that sys-
tem can detect user information keeping track of her
actions (e.g., visited places or artworks, commented
posts) or it can evaluate user’s profile to set her pref-
erences, then system process these information in or-
der to create the user’s ideal tour. A dynamic tour
does not relate to user’s personal information, but it
depends on all users actions, thus user can decide to
visit the most viewed, most commented, or most voted
artworks. In other words, she can visit all the artworks
that the crowd (community) advises to see. Finally, in
a contextual tour, user can decide to visit only art-
works about a specific topic or artworks belonging to
the same artist, and so on. In addition, a tourist can
change the tour criterion or she can add or remove
artworks to visit from the suggested list at any time.
To detect user location we intend to integrate Google
Mobile with MoBe location features [10].
• Social guides: a cultural heritage system could be a
guide. A tourist can record an artwork description as
a guide and listen an audio description from her mobile
device about the item she is examining. She can also
access a wiki in order to read or use a screen reader to
know what she needs. All different descriptions about
a certain object are rated according to the crowd opin-
ion (social evaluation). We can use, again, Twitter or
Jaiku.
• Live tagging : the tourist can tag, using her own mobile
device, the artwork she is looking at.
• Evaluation & Rating : the tourist can rate the artwork
she is looking at. A simple rating application is au-
tomatically downloaded and executed on the tourist’s
mobile device, thanks to the MoBe framework [10].
The judgment is weighted accordingly to the technique
proposed in [7].
• M-Bookmark : to bookmark from mobile devices. For
this we can integrate Mobilicio.us.
• Travel diary : the system can keep track of artworks,
monuments and places the user has seen, in order to
maintain a personal travel diary.
• M-Teach: students can use their own mobile devices
for educational lab activities.
Use case 2 Off-site users with a desktop or notebook
device.
• Wiki per topic: the user can add contents about a topic
or an object to the open wiki, e.g. Wikipedia.
• Wiki per author : every user can write own wiki page,
e.g. Knol.
• 3D collaborative environment : we can merge the 3D
museum (e.g. Second Life) with wiki, chat, photo, and
comments of users. In this way the user can visit 3D
environment but she can also update wiki, talk with
other visitors, write comments...
• Blog : the user can write a post about an artwork on
her own blog, on a blog dedicated to a specific topic,
or comment other blogs.
• Bookmark : the user can bookmark other users web-
pages or artwork dedicated web-pages.
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• Personal profile and social network : user can manage
her social network, defining white and black lists. She
can select her “friends” in order to create a personal
sub-community. She can also suggest other users she
is interested in, in order to be notified of their new
posts. Similarly a user can suggest posts or themes
she is interested in to be notified of their evolution.
Use case 3 Off-site users with a mobile device.
• MoBlog : to upload photo, video, text, audio on the
blog section. We can exploit MoBlog.
• Update in real-time: tourist can upload in real-time
photo, video, audio, text about an artefact.
To enhance user functionalities, we are considering what
we call the user events cloud. The system will collect all
available data about registered users, keeping track of all
events generated (i.e., real or digital visited objects, topics
of generated content, past expositions viewed, etc.), in order
to create for each user an events cloud (a sort of user cultural
history). We would like to use the power of the long tail of
those users that know (or use) only few system functionality
and help us to enjoy new features or improve already existing
services (e.g., rank of content to be shown in a social tour
or by social guides). All m-Dvara 2.0 functionalities will be
offered to all kind of users, although we foresee a graceful
degradation depending on the user context, the location,
and the technology currently used.
4. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have presented how various current mu-
seum evolution projects integrate Web 2.0 services for im-
proving user experience. We emphasized the common limi-
tations of these “Museum 2.0” examples: they share the ap-
proach of merely providing to the users the tools to record
their personal experience, while a few expert members still
are the main content providers. This is different from a full
2.0 approach, in which the users participate and collaborate
as the central content creators. This is the approach fol-
lowed in the m-Dvara 2.0 project, whose aim is to produce a
service that allows the crowd of users to control and manage
the knowledge flow through collaboration and participation.
We will develop an aggregator of Web 2.0 and Mobile 2.0
services for institutions of humanistic field.
Many are the problems that we are taking into account.
The reuse and remixing of already existing external services
involve the direct dependence from:
• their implementation - How to develop an architecture
able to aggregate services featuring their own standard
open interfaces and services providing personalized in-
terfaces?
• their life - What will happen if some service does not
exist anymore?
Also, copyright issues are a complex field, dependent on
each nation legislation, and should be taken into account
when working with cultural heritage contents. Another open
question is the vandalism, that is any addition, removal, or
change of content made in a deliberate attempt to compro-
mise the integrity of the system.
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